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FREE ENTRY 6:30PM SUN 7TH MAY

KELSEY SHAW
THE DANDYLIONS BROTHERHOOD
ONE GIANT CAUSEWAY ROE GREEN

WINNER PL AYS SPLENDOUR!!

LIVE COMEDY
EVERY FRIDAY
& SATURDAY

The best comedians want to play The Glee
so don’t miss out on a superb night of live
entertainment that will keep you laughing until Monday.

COMEDY TOUR
SHOWS
MATT FORDE

TUES 13TH JUNE

TOM GREEN’S
EUROPEAN COMEDY
ROAD TRIP
WED 14TH JUNE

LIMMY

TALK & BOOK SIGNING
WED 20TH SEPT
THUR 21ST SEPT

VIR DAS

WED 27TH SEPT

TOM STADE

NEW 2017 SHOW

SPECIAL
EVENTS

LIVE MUSIC

THUR 11TH MAY
THUR 28TH SEP

KERRY GODLIMAN
TUE 3RD OCT

ABANDOMAN
THUR 26TH OCT

TOM ALLEN

THUR 2ND NOV

NICK HELM

SUN 12TH NOV

AURIE STYLA

SUN 19TH NOV

MATT RICHARDSON

MON 15TH MAY

JON GOMM

MON 29TH MAY

STEPHEN DEVASSY
AND SOLID BAND
THUR 8TH JUNE

GARRY TALLENT
BAND

(BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN’S
E STREET BAND BASSIST)
SUN 11TH JUNE

BLOWSOC 25TH
ANNIVERSARY
CONCERT

WED 26TH JULY

SAT 10TH JUNE

(USA)

FLOWER POWER
FAMILY RAVE

SAM OUTLAW BAND
SUN 17TH SEPT

G2 DEFINITIVE
GENESIS
SUN 15TH OCT

THE YOUNG’UNS
THUR 23RD NOV

MAWKIN

WED 06TH DEC

DUKE SPECIAL

BRITISH WATERWAYS BUILDING • CASTLE WHARF • NG1 7EH

BIG FISH LITTLE FISH
SUN 25TH JUNE

THE GILDED MERKIN
BURLESQUE & CABARET
WED 4TH OCT

SIMON DAY:
IN CHARACTER

(BRIAN PERN, BILLY
BLEACH, GEOFFREY
ALLERTON, TONY
BACKTON)

ROSS NOBLE
HOSTS
“The supreme master of spontaneous stand-up and the
most exciting comic in the country.” Time Out

“The most brilliant stand-up of his generation.” Sunday Telegraph

TICKETS £15/£13 booking fee may apply
Doors 6:45pm / Show 8pm

Just the Tonic
at The Belgrave Rooms

25 Goldsmith St, Nottingham. NG1 5LB

T: 0115 910 0009

For full line ups and tickets

JUSTTHETONIC.COM
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Ah, Nottingham. Despite
all your flaws, your bad
reputation and your
land-locked ways, you
have my heart. I’ve lived in
other places, but there’s a
unique beauty to this city,
and LeftLion has been a
part of that.
I thank some nondenominitive deity that
I met LeftLion’s former
Editor, Mr Al Needham Esq.; not only because he’s
an amazing friend, but because he told me that if I
wanted to write I needed to stop fannying around
and actually bleddy write something.
So I did. And then stepped into his size ten, Adidasclad Editor shoes. I hope it’s not all been dross; it’s
been an honour to be a part of what makes this city
great. Nottingham, never change for no one.
And if you, yes you, want to do something, stop
harping on and give it a bash. In my ten years, here
I’ve not gone on about even half of what makes
Nottingham great, but I’ve had my time.
A massive holler to anyone I’ve ever worked with, and
may Bridie and Lucy cut their own path and continue
to shout about what’s going off in this city, in their
own, inimitable way.
The Queen is dead, long live the Queen.
Over to you, Bridie…
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Screen Editor
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When I started
working at
LeftLion in 2013,
I was bobbing
it. Nowt could
prepare me for
the weight of
this Nottingham
institution. Nowt,
that is, except for
our Ali Emm.

From the off,
the dry-humoured bogger grafted
alongside me and now-Nusic’s Sam
Nahirny to bring us apprentices up to
speed; pointing us to the old-school,
teasing out talents, and laying down
the foundations of a damn fine
caffeine addiction.

Notts too, so if you see a red-haired,
teal-clad pengting stood at the back
of a gig, supping on a miso soup, you
know who to give a phat high-five to.
Ali’s not the only ship jumper either.
The hilarious word behemoth and
LeftLion OG that is James Walker is
also doing one, to pursue a tasklist
as long as the lankiest arm you ever
did see. In the same breath of our
sad, thankful goodbye to James,
we’re introducing the wonderfully
eccentric LP Mills as Literature Editor.
Movements.
This issue’s been smashed together
with all the farewell salutes we can
muster, in celebration of the people
who’ve made this rag what it is today.
And what better way to throw our
hands up in the air than with a LeftLion
Festival Guide? We’ve chucked in
chats with Detonate Festival, singersongwriter Bud, and Notts ticketing
dons Gigantic, for good measure.

With an eye for the beautifully odd,
Ali’s artistic vision has been nowt
short of swoonable, and I’m seriously
privileged to have worked under her
editorial reign. As some of you may
already know, Ali’s off to work with the
international news agency Reuters and, It’s all bleddy go, innit? Right, be off
with you. I need to work out how to fly
unfortunately for you lot, you’re stuck
this thing.
with me as LeftLion Editor for
the foreseeable.
Bridie Squires
bridie@leftlion.co.uk
Don’t worry, I’m sure it won’t be the
last we see of Miss Emm on these here
pages. And she’s sticking around in
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We delve a little deeper into the history of our city’s streets to give you the tales they’d never have taught you at school…
The Stone Man: A Nottingham Knight
In our hectic lives, we often travel the roads of our
urban conurbations without a thought for their history.
Heading out of Nottingham into West Bridgford, at the
set of traffic lights where the road splits off into Melton
and Loughborough Roads, the road forms a large V. With
its modern buildings and surfacing, it’s hard to imagine
that these road layouts are hundreds of years old.
If you arrived at this junction in 1830, the scene would
have been a little different. No buildings, just a large,
triangular scrubland field and one of the strangest
sights in the county. Standing at the point where the
roads divide and looking across the field, you’d have
been able to make out the figure of a one-legged man
looking back at you. To the people of the time, he was a
familiar sight, having stood there come rain or shine, for
as long as anyone could remember.
And this mysterious figure? He was known as The
Stone Man, or The Nottingham Knight, and the field
in which he stood was known as Stoneman Close. If
our curiosity had got the better of us and, like Captain
Barker (author of Walks Round Nottingham), we ventured
to take a closer look, we would have found him to be
“a sculptured form of a cross-legged knight miserably
mutilated, part of the shield yet remains on the left arm.”
We might have even asked a similar question to that
which Edward Hind did in a poem about the Knight:
“Good mister stone man, can you tell me who the Dickens
you were made to represent?”
Like Hind, we would not have received an answer;
that would take nearly another seventy years. Close
examination revealed it to be a statue of a fourteenthcentury knight in early chainmail armour. Not onelegged, as most people supposed, but rather one leg
folded behind the other, indicating that he wasn’t

words: Joe Earp
image: Megan Clark and
Eva Brudenell

SECTIONED

words: Wayne Burrows

Local adverts ripped from the pages of history…
Meridian - This Could Be You! (c.1968)

Let's face it, what Meridian is offering when headlining
its advert “it could be you”, is not a life changing lottery
win or the fulfilment of a lifelong dream, but nothing
more or less than a practical arrangement. They even
hint at regular financial recompense for the necessary
skills, a requirement that present day employers appear
to regard as distasteful proof of insufficient passion
and enthusiasm when applicants for posts outside the
management offices try to insist on it.
Work as the end goal of our lives might be hard-wired
into our own day's arrangements, then, but this
shouldn't be as widely accepted as it seems to be. And
in Meridian's case, benign employment conditions were

6
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The modelling of the figure tells us much about the
person it represents; the cross-legged style indicating
that they were a benefactor to the church. So, how did
this tomb effigy end up in a field in West Bridgford?
Photographs from the 1890s show that The Stone Man
was not actually alone in the field, but attached to the
largest of a line of stones that ran across the field. These
‘mearstones’ marked the southern-most boundary of the
manor of Nottingham. It would seem that around 100
years earlier, a gang of workmen digging a pond near
the boundary unearthed the figure and thought it proper
to attach him to the ancient stone. And so it was, that he
became part of the landscape and lives of the people of
West Bridgford.
Experts speculated on who he might be, and they
decided that he was the founder of St. Giles’ Church,
West Bridgford. The style of his armour points to a
date of around 1300, meaning that a name can be put
to the statue. If he was a local knight, he’d have been
Sir Robert Luteril, Lord of the Manor in around 1315. St
Giles’ was partly remodeled between 1320 and 1350, and
Luteril was probably the man who provided much of the
funding, therefore deserving a place of honour in
the church.
What became of the mearstones we do not know, but
The Stone Man finally came home to St Giles’. When the
church was remodeled, the arch of the original founder’s
tomb was re-erected in a new chancel. Curiously, this
arch – said to be of the late fourteenth century – was
minus its recumbent statue. Here was placed The Stone
Man, where he rests to this day.
For more on Nottingham history, check out the
Nottingham Hidden History website.
nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com

ADVERTISING
It wasn't that long ago that the notion of getting a job
was, for most of us, a necessity, done with a certain
reluctance, and not sold as an improbable dream to be
fulfilled. That development seemed to follow the evergrowing quantities of passion and enthusiasm required
of wage slaves by even the least desirable employers
during the nineties, so no doubt has a lot to do with the
growth in the unemployment figures a decade earlier.
When people have fewer options, they take what they
can get, and skilled knitwear machinists in the sixties
had plenty of options in a city like Nottingham.

intended to be stood upright. He was the type of stone
figure that adorns the tombs of medieval lords and
knights in many of our ancient churches.

not an issue of hard measures excused by hard times. It
was, after all, a firm established by James Blount Lewis
in the 1830s and, like its better-known contemporaries Morley's and Boots – had long made a selling point of its
relatively enlightened attitudes.
The Haydn Road factory mentioned in this advert, for
example, was originally opened during World War
One and, by 1930, according to at least one source:
“included a heated indoor swimming pool, bowling
greens, tennis courts and a hockey pitch, all for the
use of employees...” The fact that J.B. Lewis remained
profitable through the depths of the thirties depression
ought to put current austerity measures into some kind
of perspective.
J.B. Lewis became Meridian in 1951, after changing
its name to one of its best known trademarks, and as
a leading wholesale underwear and hosiery business
continued to thrive and expand in the post-war years.
Courtaulds bought a stake in 1963, and took over entirely during the seventies, but the Haydn Road factory
remains a key part of Courtaulds to this day. Whether it
still has the bowling greens, tennis courts and heated
swimming pool, however, is a question for another day.

WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month...

THE MAZE NEEDS MOOLA
There’s a quest to save one of our most
beloved live music venues from falling into
the evil hands of a curry-night-Thursday
chain pub. That’s right. At least ten grand is
needed to rescue The Maze from ruin, part
of which needs to be splashed on a new air
con system. It’s time for us to dig deep so
that the typically sweaty venue – that’s seen
the likes of Jake Bugg, Liam Bailey and Saint
Raymond grace its stage – can bask in cool
air and stay afloat.

POTHOLE PARTY
The residents of Main Road in Plumtree,
Notts, have had an unwelcome neighbour
in the form of a pothole for over a year now.
Apparently, despite repeated complaints
to the council, the bogger is still there.
This prompted resident Vonnie Daykin to
launch an offensive in the form of buying it
a birthday cake. She said “I nearly put three
candles on but I thought that might be pushing it”. No, Vonnie. You light them candles.
Show ‘em who’s boss.

They’ve launched an online Kickstarter
campaign entitled Revamp or Ruin in a bid
to raise £20,000 for vital repairs needed to
keep the joint open. Co-owner Gaz Peacham
says around half of the grand total is needed
to give the venue a chance, but we reckon
you can do way better than half. Get online,
get your card out, and chuck ‘em some quids.
There’s some sweet rewards in it for you
an’ all.

GERROFF THE ROOF
We were baffled this month by the highly
dramatised “siege of Dunkirk”. Basically,
worrappened was, two lads climbed up on
the roofs of some houses in Cloister Street,
smashed windows with a hammer and
lobbed roof tiles at coppers down below.
They stayed up there for more than eight
hours, before one of ‘em said he needed a
wee, jumped 40ft and hurt his wrist. We
wouldn’t call that a siege. More like a strop.
And they’re firmly on the naughty step now.

https://tinyurl.com/lfk36ka

BUT, SIR?
Our hearts all but broke when we heard
about the NTU Social Sciences lecturer who
bought drugs on the dark web for him and
a pal. Dr Harry Purser bought coke, ket and
two brands of psychoactive drugs using
bitcoins, and woke up after the binge to
find his friend had passed away as a result.
Purser immediately called the police and
now faces a six-month jail sentence. Be careful, folks.
EAST MIDZ
Despite Nottingham being ranked the eighth
most deprived city in Britain in 2015, and
coming in last place in a 2015 Office for
National Statistics survey of disposable
income – with 52% of kids in Aspley growing
up in poverty – we’re all apparently pretty
happy. According to the government’s latest
well-being survey, 31% of folk in the East
Midlands are more than chuffed with their
lot, making us the second happiest folk next
to Northern Ireland. To be sure, to be sure.

COCKLEMAN CROWDFUNDER
Our Dave Bartram, known to many as Cockle
Man, was viciously attacked and mugged
last month. When receiving treatment for his
injuries, he was told he also has cancer. He’s
having to rest and recuperate for the next
couple of months, and as his only source of
income is flogging his fishy wares round our
pubs, Nottsman have launched a crowdfunder. Dig deep, kids, as they want to raise
a grand to help him support himself and his
disabled son.
DAVE ON DISPLAY
For one night, and one night only, a whole
heap of never-before-seen photos of the
legendary David Bowie are coming to a
secret venue in Nottingham. Could it be the
Contemporary? No. New Art Exchange? No.
One of the many marvellous art galleries
the good city of Hoodtown has to offer? No.
A Sytner Mini showroom on Lenton Lane?
Bingo. No, we don’t know why either. See for
yourself on 14 July.

Retail worker: Good afternoon!
Customer: How you doin’? Phwoar, it's been a
while since I came to Nottingham!
Retail worker: Ah really, where you from?
Customer: Bulwell.
“Why do you

get lamb chops but
"Why are yo
never sheep chops?”
u wearing g
low in
the dark tra
iners, man?
"
before

Nottingham’s most opinionated
grocers on...
Music Festivals
We’d be up for going if we could camp in a nice camper
van. All that mud and then you clamber into a tent and
get it all over where you sleep. Awful. There’s a man
who comes into the shop who goes to Glastonbury
every year, but he never sees anything on the main
stage, he just hangs around all the odd bits. I’m sure
that could be interesting, but it costs an arm and a leg
to do. £250 is a week’s wages for a lot of people.
June Election
God knows why she’s called it, she had another three
years in the bag. She’s absolutely demented. I wish
she’d just get on with it and do her job. How much does
it cost to have an election? It must be millions? Did she
just find a few spare millions lying around and wonder
what to do with it?
Star Wars: The Last Jedi
We can’t stand Star Wars. That and Star Trek are both
pointless. It’s alright if you’re a child, but there’s loads
of grown-ups going bonkers about it. What a load of
nonsense. We watched Carry On Up The Khyber, at the
weekend, which I can tell you is a far superior film in
every way.
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Woman 2: I've got the same issue,
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"It’s not a duck,
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“Come on man. Three miles isn't far, and
they’ve got chicken strips.”
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Tweet us @LeftLion with your #OverheardInNotts
quotes and buy the tea towel at leftlion.co.uk/shop
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Purple Plains

You dont see colours like them in’t
city centre.
Chris Dale

Sky’s On Fire

“Ye’ve been trying to tek that selfie
for twenty minutes, Dave.”

Stoney Street

And off he walks, into the night.
Roll credits.
Pierre Melion

Nigel King

Want to get your shots featured in this spread?
Each photographer we print receives a £10 voucher to
spend at London Camera Exchange. Simply email
your best Nottingham photos to lefteyeon@leftlion.co.uk.
Happy snapping.

The Great Migration

“C’mon son, out the water or
we’ll miss the last flight home.”

Twenty to Two

What a time to be alive.

Swan Lake

Got her good side there, didn’t yer,
our kid?

Poppy Qureshi
Dave Fuller

London Camera Exchange is the only place to go
for new and used photography equipment with
expert advice in the city centre.
7 Pelham St, NG1 2EH, 0115 9417486
nottingham@lcegroup.co.uk
lcegroup.co.uk

Trey and Kim

interview: Jared Wilson

Notts-born comedian, impressionist and radio and TV presenter, Matt Forde is doing pretty well for himself. He’s got
regular shows on Dave and Talksport, as well as a podcast that’s got politicians queueing up to talk about chocolate
and breakfast cereal. And he’s coming home to perform for you lot, this month...
Before we get lost in politics, tell us about the show
you’re bringing to The Glee Club...
It’s full of jokes and impressions, including my new
one of Donald Trump which I can’t stop doing. In short,
come and laugh about the impending apocalypse. I’m
basically trying to make crushing doom funny.
Where did you grow up?
In Sneinton on a Coronation Street-style road with
yards round the back with short walls so you could
look over and see your neighbours. My mum painted
a wonderful mural on the back wall to brighten it up
a bit, but there’s only so much you can do to make a
backyard in Sneinton look good. Until about sixteen,
I thought Bilborough was posh, which tells you how
deluded I was as a kid.
The Becket School was my secondary, which I
think has since been demolished. It was brilliant
because it took kids from all over the city, not just one
neighbourhood. I had the sort of profound realisations
people usually have at university about mixing with
other social classes. There were kids who’d been
privately educated and were on their way to Oxbridge,
and there were others so unruly they were taken out
of classes to do repairs on the building instead. I was
never convinced giving the naughty kids power tools to
play with was a great idea.
How often do you come back to Notts?
I come up a few times a year to see family and friends
and to watch Forest. I mainly hang out in The Royal
Children, The Salutation and The Trip. I love it up by
the Castle at this time of year. Usually I’ll meet Jonny
Owen in a pub at lunchtime and then the day is a
wonderful write-off from there.
We love your podcasts. Can you give us a few
favourite memories from them?
I enjoyed Paul Nuttall saying that if he could change
one thing, he’d make sure that the Cadbury’s Crème
Egg Easter Eggs were massive Crème Eggs. That’s the
sort of populism I’d like to see more of. Nick Clegg’s
confession that he would binge on Cheerios when
he was Deputy Prime Minister is a revelation which
frequently comes back to me. It just seems like an
odd choice. Not olives or chorizo, but Cheerios. It’s
like finding out that Michael Heseltine likes spaghetti
hoops. But the most incredible night was when Tony
Blair turned up. I couldn’t announce he was the guest
for security reasons and people couldn’t believe he’d
done it.
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What are your thoughts on Theresa May’s tenure as
Prime Minister so far?
Her decision to deliver a hard Brexit has frustrated, if
not surprised me. For someone who campaigned to
remain in the EU, she has remarkably few qualms
about delivering the total opposite of what she said
was best for the country.
How did you feel about us leaving the EU?
I was completely and utterly gutted. Then I got
completely and utterly drunk. Leaving the EU makes
recession more likely, it’s makes Scottish independence
more likely and it makes a fractured Europe more likely
and that never ends well. But hey, blue passports.
Whoop-di-do.
What do you expect to see happen at the election on
8 June?
Barring a seismic event of unprecedented proportions,
I think the Conservatives will win with an increased
majority. As much as the Prime Minister has made this
about Brexit, for a lot of people the story of the election
will be the collapse of the Labour party. Even if the
defeat isn't as bad as some fear -and it could be hugewatching Labour limp through this campaign
is pathetic.
You’ve been fairly outspoken about not backing
Jeremy Corbyn. What don’t you like about him?
It wasn’t public; I emailed the party privately and
resigned. I didn’t make any show of it at all, and it
was done with a heavy heart. Then when I went on
Question Time I was asked a straight question and
confirmed that I’d left. I’ve got nothing against Jeremy
Corbyn personally, I’ve met him and he was lovely.
He’s an Arsenal fan, so we had a good chat about
Nicklas Bendtner.
Have you been to watch Forest much recently? What
are your thoughts on Warburton and Fawaz?
I’m livid about what’s happened at Forest. We’re
a great club and the fans deserve Premier League
football. Warburton had a hard time at Rangers. I was
impressed with what he achieved at Brentford, so I’m
optimistic about what he can do at Forest. Fawaz is
a totally different matter. I think he came with good
intentions but, like many, i’ve come to the inevitable
conclusion that he has to move on for us to progress.

What are your best memories of being a Forest fan?
Oh, so many. The promotions in 1994 and 1998 were
special. Then there was Collymore’s goal against
Manchester United at the City Ground in 1994; Pearce’s
free kick against Stoke in 1993; being a mascot in 1993
and meeting Cloughie; watching the team train and
getting their autographs. I’m lucky that I supported
Forest during our last magical time. Finishing third in
the Premier League in 94/95 was great.
Once you start reminiscing about it all, so many
memories come back. You might as well ask me what
I watch on YouTube when I need cheering up. I often
disappear down a Forest wormhole of an evening
and have to explain why I’m watching old Ian Woan
interviews at 3am.
You’ve had a long-term professional partnership with
Jon Richardson. Where did you two first meet?
We first met when he did a gig at Trent Uni. I was there
watching a mate of mine, Al Pitcher. Jon didn’t have a
great gig, but it was obvious he was special and we hit
it off straight away. Something you might not know is
that he’s an absolute rotter to live with. He made it his
life’s work to unsettle me. He’d jump out on me in the
dark, hide things in my bed, ambush me when I was on
the phone. He’s a terror, a complete terror, and one the
government should do something about.
As a regular host on Talksport, how much do you feel
you need to ham it up presenting on there?
Oh, I never ham it up. I’m genuinely very opinionated;
I don’t think you can do radio like that unless
you are. Arguing isn’t enjoyable for me, I prefer a
good discussion. Actually, the thing I love most is
disagreeing with someone but still really liking them;
something that’s lost on social media a lot of the time.
Is there anything else you would like to say?
LeftLion is one of the funniest magazines I’ve ever
read. I love Overheard in Notts. Nottingham is a special
place, nowhere in Britain has quite the same sense of
humour and LeftLion is a huge part of its identity.
Matt Forde plays at The Glee Club on Thursday 11 May.
He can also be seen hosting Unspun on Dave every
Wednesday at 10pm.
mattforde.com
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interview: Wayne Burrows

Keith Piper studied art at Trent Polytechnic in the early eighties, and went on to a major academic
and artistic career, showing his paintings, digital pieces and video works internationally. Piper was
a key figure in the BLK Art Group, heavily featured in The Place is Here, at Nottingham Contemporary,
and he continues to address social and political questions in his work. We caught up with him to talk
science-fiction, history painting, Ancient Egyptian burials and the importance of the Forest Rec...
What’s your relationship to Nottingham? I know you
studied here, but I also remember that when the
New Art Exchange first opened in 2008, you
showed a piece you'd made about Forest Rec...
Oddly enough, there are some connections between
this new exhibition and that work. While making
Unearthing The Banker's Bones, I've been looking
again at that piece and, while I've been back here,
I've spent some time on the Forest Rec again. It’s a
very important space for me, personally, in all sorts
of different ways. I lived in the Hyson Green flats and
walked through it pretty much every day. In fact, I
think my earliest recollection of coming to Nottingham
was of visiting Goose Fair when I first got here.
How does the Forest Rec link to the new exhibition?
The new work is about questions of wealth, ownership,
power and history. The history of Forest Recreation
Ground has its roots in the process of enclosure during
the nineteenth century, when formerly common land
was taken into ownership to either become private
land, or taken into municipal ownership to be remade
into parks, like the Forest. There are also some links
between that process and the high watermark of
British Imperialism, which is especially notable on
the Forest as Joseph Paxton – the designer of Crystal
Palace for the Great Exhibition of 1851 – was also
responsible for the layouts of the pathways on the
Forest Rec. It's that mix of the history of the site and
my familiarity with it when I lived here that makes it
especially fascinating for me.
Could you talk a bit about your impressions of
Nottingham during the time you were here?
I was here between 1980 and 1984 and it always felt
like Nottingham was an important kind of space. It
was a lot like other cities in some ways but, because
of the different kinds of people drawn together in
the Hyson Green flats – students, poets, activists,
artists and soundsystem people – it felt like we were
plugged directly into a lot of the cultural activity
going on. I realise, looking back, what an important
space the Hyson Green flats were, simply because all
these different kinds of people were there. It made
Nottingham a very interesting place to be at that
particular point in time.

Were you also involved with the Art Exchange,
which later became New Art Exchange?
Well, the Art Exchange was different, but it was part
of what was going on. At that point, the Art Exchange
was mainly a community centre and a guy who ran
soundsystems called Gary Stewart worked there; he
was the fifty degrees of separation linking everybody's
stories at that time. We used to go in there and use
the facilities; the photocopiers and that kind of stuff.
Because of our links to the local community through
the Hyson Green flats, the BLK Art Group were able
to do our Radical Black Art Working Convention at the
Ukaidi Centre here. That was re-staged earlier this
year as part of the public programme around The Place
Is Here exhibition at Nottingham Contemporary.
Was this all going on while you were still a student,
or was this slightly later?
The convention was just after, as that took place in
1984, and I graduated in 1983. I spent an additional
year in Nottingham after my graduation, before going
off to do my MA in London. I'm still in touch with
people, and some of them are still in Nottingham now.
Not just the kinds of artists seen in The Place Is Here,
which is a very important exhibition, I think, but local
activists, and others too; people like Gary Stewart, or
Andrew Campbell, who now runs Kemet FM. People's
politics have often evolved in very different ways since
the eighties, so those are always good conversations
to have whenever I'm back here.
Tell us about Unearthing The Banker's Bones...
The centrepiece of the exhibition is a three-screen
video, which grew out of my interest in science fiction.
Or more precisely, out of my use of science fiction
as a lens through which our present society can be
examined from a hypothetical future perspective. The
science fiction element is a useful tool, a metaphor
through which our assumptions about contemporary
life can be examined. After I completed that video
work, I made a series of paintings based on historical
works – Gustave Courbet's Bonjour, Monsieur Courbet
(1854) or Théodore Géricault's The Raft of the Medusa
(1819) – and then remade those as history paintings
from the hypothetical future portrayed in the video.
Both offer ways of thinking through some loaded
issues and questions about our own time.

There seems to be a dystopian feel to the show,
related to the economic situation after 2008...
It's definitely looking at that economic situation
through the emblematic figure of the banker, who is
the epitome of the highly materialistic, profit-driven
society we inhabit. I'm really interested in how this
kind of society might look from a future position, from
a perspective a bit like that of an archaeologist trying
to understand a society like Ancient Egypt.
As in, Egyptian pharaohs were like bankers
hoarding their society's wealth?
Well, the Ancient Egyptians were taking their wealth
with them; that was the thinking behind it. These
were the riches the Pharaoh would need for his
afterlife, so he was going to seal his drinking cups, his
fine robes and his gold chariot in his tomb with him
and ride around in luxury in his next life. Much of what
they hoarded was lost because these tombs were,
not surprisingly, broken in to time and time again
by grave-robbers. Tutankhamun's treasure survived
intact because he was a very minor king and his tomb
had been forgotten. That was the only reason it wasn't
robbed like the rest. When I was a kid in Birmingham
there was an exhibition of treasures from the tomb
of Tutankhamun. That made a big impression on me
and probably had an influence on some of my thinking
about this show.
Those layers of future and historical viewpoints
suggest something is going on with time in this
body of work; looking back from the future not only
at our present, but at history itself...
Well, the idea of time travel is certainly there; quite
directly in the case of the Trickster figure who appears
in the film. But looking back on these things in my
own work, it all seems to exist in a constant state
of revision. To be honest, the exact meaning of the
relationships between the paintings, objects, prints
and video work in Unearthing The Banker's Bones is
something I'm still working out for myself. But work is
always work in process, really. Especially so when the
physical relationships between the different works are
always changing. They become something different
each time they're shown in a new venue.
Unearthing The Banker's Bones is showing at New Art
Exchange until Sunday 11 June.
nae.org.uk
keithpiper.info
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FORTYFIED
interview: Jared Wilson
photo: Raphael Achache

Nottingham's legendary Castle Rock Brewery (formerly Tynemill) celebrates its fortieth birthday this year. We chatted to
Managing Director Colin Wilde, and Head of Marketing, Lewis Townsend, about the great local institution – including their
pubs and all their beer-related antics – as well as what they’ve got planned in the way of bothday celebrations...
How did Castle Rock first start out?
Colin: Our company founder, Chris Holmes, opened our
first pub, The Old Kings Arms, in Newark in 1977. The
early days were difficult, but he was passionate about
beer and wanted to be real-ale focused. He was an early
member of the Campaign For Real Ale (CAMRA) and
wanted to offer people choice, and to make sure the beer
was looked after properly.
Simply put, he wanted to open a pub that he wanted to
drink in. He put great care and attention into cellar work,
and that built Castle Rock’s reputation from the early
stages; that’s still fundamental to what we do now.
How long have you been brewing your own beer for?
Colin: That began twenty years later, in 1997. We brought
with us a lot of lessons from the retail side which was
handy, as when you set up a brewery you don’t always
understand what the customer wants. If you run a pub,
you do. Our biggest challenge back then was convincing
people to try cask ale in what was a heavily advertised
lager trade. But movements like CAMRA have changed
people’s expectations of pubs and beer.
Lewis: We’re lucky with Nottingham CAMRA, particularly,
because they’re generally an incredibly open bunch and
have been very supportive over the years. It’s a really
active branch, and as long as it’s good beer, they’ll work to
promote you. There are other branches around the country
that aren’t as good as what we have here.

You see that partnership between Castle Rock and
CAMRA at its best at the Nottingham Beer Festival...
Lewis: Yes, there’s something really special about the
Robin Hood Beer Festival. Nottingham Castle is an iconic
venue; it’s almost like a little village. It’s a euphoric
celebration of beer, sells out very quickly, and there’s
never any trouble. There’s also 1300-odd different beers
there, which is an immense choice for any festival.
In terms of real ale, there’s nowhere else like it.
Colin: These days, it's probably one of the best
beer festivals in the world. But it's taken time
to build that up. The festival first moved to
Nottingham Castle because we were doing the
bars there for outdoor theatre events. I was aware
CAMRA were looking for a new location because
the council wanted to shut down the swimming
baths it was being held in. I had a conversation
with the Castle manager and put them in touch.
Craft beer is a big thing now. Are the Traffic
Street Specials taking a bigger share of market
for you?
Lewis: TSS has been a great way for us to see
what is possible. From a Castle Rock point of view,
I‘ve worked with the brewers to develop a new
range of beers that are more in line with what
some people are calling craft beers. As a huge fan
of the explosion of really interesting beers we’ve
seen over the past few years, it was vital we did
everything we could to get it right.

Harvest Pale is the ultimate session beer. I presume it’s
still the biggest seller you have?
Colin: Yes. We brew around 2.5million pints of it every
year and it accounts for 70% of our brewery production. It
was first made in 2003 with American hops, which was
fairly revolutionary at that time. It was initially launched
to celebrate the opening of the new tram service, and was
originally called Trammie Dodger. Over the next few years
it won a few local and national awards, then in 2010 was
crowned the Supreme Champion Beer of Britain.
How far does it get distributed?
Lewis: It's distributed nationally, but it sometimes goes
further than that through suppliers. We’ve heard stories of
it getting to Europe and America.
How much of the brewing process is automated
these days?
Lewis: Brewing is still pretty hands on; at Castle Rock,
at least. There is a control panel which is kind of the
epicentre of the process in terms of moving the beer and
heating it, but it still requires the senses of the brewer
and a great deal of graft.
What makes a good beer?
Lewis: Good beer, like good music, really blurs the
lines between objective and subjective. It’s such a
personal thing. Obviously good beer is well put together,
considered, flavourful and consistent, and uses good
ingredients. But for me, a good beer is something that
does the style justice. I want a traditional bitter to be
balanced, malty, with the hops coming through delicately.
I don’t necessarily want a double IPA to be as balanced,
you want a good malt backbone of course but they’re
largely about showcasing that really fresh, juicy-hop
character. So really, it depends on the style.

You've won Pub Group of the Year numerous times...
Colin: We're incredibly proud every time we take on
a new venue, especially if it wasn’t a pub before and
we’ve created something totally new in an area. The
Embankment was our most ambitious creative project
recently and it’s got a bit of everything. There's also a
secret to picking the right staff to work together and run
places. You can't get it right every time, but we have a
pretty strong track record.
Tell us a bit about the Nottinghamian beers you do…
Colin: We work on them with a chap called Graham
Percy, who used to have a show on Radio Nottingham.
The brief is about celebrating Nottingham people, about
half of which are famous and the other half are unsung
heroes. We've done Alan Sillitoe, Brian Clough and Stuart
Broad, but we’ve also done Jenny Farr, who has been
campaigning for the NSPCC for years, and Hilary Silvester,
who’s the chair of Nottingham Civic Society.
It’s nice to be able to celebrate those people and get their
names out in our pubs. We've just done one with Henry
Normal, who founded the Nottingham Poetry Festival, cowrote The Royle Family and produced Gavin and Stacey.
What other local brews in Nottingham do you enjoy?
Lewis: Abstract Jungle and Black Iris put out some really
solid, well-made beers. Those two and Totally Brewed are
the guest beers that fly out of our pubs. People love what
they’re doing.
Colin: Totally Brewed have been spectacular with a
heavy use of hops and strong branding. We’re proud to
be involved in a vibrant brewing scene and, although we
make our own beers, it's important that we also support
local breweries. Our pubs were successful because
we stocked a variety of beers and we’ll always do that.
Ultimately, our consumers decide what they want to drink.
Tell us about your fortieth birthday celebrations…
Lewis: We're having a weekend-long yard party at our
brewery, which is next to The Vat and Fiddle. We’ve got
over forty cask beers, and forty keg beers, alongside street
food, local bands, brewery tours and more. It's the most
ambitious event we've ever done and hopefully not just a
celebration of Castle Rock, but also of our local community.
The beer list has been posted on Facebook now, and it’s
really shaping up.
Colin: It's something we trialled back in early January
by shutting all of our pubs for a day and getting all of our
staff together for a one-day event. We had a great time
together back then and, now we're opening it up to the
public, everyone can come and celebrate with us, too.
Castle Rock 40th Birthday Yard Party, Wednesday 31 May Saturday 3 June, Queensbridge Road, NG2 1NB.
castlerockbrewery.co.uk
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GREAT has arrived
STEAK.
ALL DAMN DAY.
the next generation of steak

SIMPLE.
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ALL NEW TO TRINITY SQUARE, NOTTS

interview: Hazel Ward

You need
to make sure
that comedy
is punching
upwards rather
than downwards.

When the film East is East hit our screens in the late nineties, the UK
was tickled and charmed, with heartstrings up and down the country
receiving a right good tug. This month, the Nottingham Playhouse sees the
story unfold in theatrical form, and we can’t bleddy wait. We had a chat with
interview:
Television Workshop alumni Sabrina Sandhu,
who Hazel
playsWard
Meenah, in her first ever
illustration:
interview; an honour, seeing as she’s sure to be a
right starRaphael
soon...Achache

What got you into performing?
I sang from quite a young age in school concerts,
then started auditioning for school plays and local
drama groups. It was then that I realised how
much I enjoy being on stage and playing different
characters. One of the tutors at my local drama
group also worked at The Television Workshop, and
she told me about the upcoming auditions to join
the group.
How did The Television Workshop help you?
When I first joined, I didn't get in. I was in the
reserve group for a year, which made me want
it even more. In that year, I worked on my
improvisation skills because that’s a huge part of
what the Workshop does. It’s helped me to create
natural characters, and reined me in from some of
the OTT things I'd been doing before. It made me
find truth in a character.
You’re also a member of the all-female comedy
troupe, Major Labia; how did that come about?
Our director, Siobhán Cannon-Brownlie, is a
Workshop alumni. We were sick and tired of people
saying women aren't funny, and we wanted to prove
them wrong. There's a core group of us and we're
all Workshop alumni; it's fun making sketch comedy
with your mates. We have a laugh. And we hope the
audience does as, too.
Because we talk about things that aren't talked
about all the time, people laugh out loud. What
really helps is that we’re all best mates. The
chemistry between us transfers on stage because
we all know each other inside-out, so we bring out
the best in each other.
So, East is East. What’s Meenah, your
character, like?
They asked me a similar question in my audition,
and I said she's really lairy. She's a lairy Larry. She’s
always got something to say, and rightly so. I think
growing up in a family of boys, she's had to stand
her own ground, and she does a good job of getting
her opinions across and fighting for what she cares
for. She really cares about her family, as well.
Were you familiar with East is East
before auditions?
It's one of my family's favourite films and I love it
to bits, but I hadn't read the play until the audition.
There are certain things that are explored in the
play more than they are in the film. It's really nice
to see comedy happening in front of you, live; there
are a lot of situations that I find a lot funnier in
the play. In the film, we see Nazir walk away from

an arranged marriage, whereas the play starts
after he's left. It's all about the family, showing the
struggles they’ve had to overcome. The play tackles
a lot of themes, like domestic abuse and racism.
It's a comedy, but it covers some really important
subject matter.

this is the first theatre role that I've auditioned for.
I've been up for TV and film stuff, and that speaks
volumes in itself about whether those characters
are out there. It is being spoken about more, and
people are letting everybody know that the lack of
diversity does need to change.

Was it daunting playing a character you’ve
already seen on screen?
I was a bit scared at first because Archie Panjabi
did a great job of it in the film. But Meenah’s got a
lot more to say for herself in the play, so it was a
new slate for me.

So, we need to make existing roles open to all
ethnicities, as well as getting plays with more
diverse points of view?
Yeah, casting regardless of race. And also, not
casting purely to have ethnicity within a play.
Sometimes Indian characters are used as comic
relief in a play, with strong Indian accents. It can be
quite ridiculing. You want to be there because you're
good, not something that's laughable. You need to
make sure that comedy is punching upwards rather
than downwards. There are a lot of characters that
can be interchangeable, so I’m hoping people see
that, and that it happens more.

How do you think East is East’s seventies world is
relevant to today’s audiences?
It's this whole idea of differences in generations.
We've got a white mother, a Pakistani father and
mixed-race children, so it's tackling how they would
have been treated. It's made me feel close to my
roots, because my grandma was Irish, so my mum's
half-Indian, half-Irish, and my dad's Indian. Even
though I never got to meet my grandma, it’s making
me realise the struggles and sacrifices she would
have had to make.
It's very hard for George Khan, [the father in East
is East] because he's wanting to show the kids
their culture and make them understand where
they're from. Yet they're here, they have a white,
British mother and he's not really coming to terms
with the fact that his kids are different to him; his
kind of upbringing isn't the way forward for them,
necessarily. It's all about that generational struggle
they've got going on, with differences in lifestyle
and upbringing.
How has it been, working with Vicky Entwistle?
It's been so much fun; she's such an amazing
actress. One day we were doing improvisation, and
having one-on-ones with our character to discover
our relationships. I got to do an improvisation with
Vicky, and we both got quite emotional; it made me
understand my relationship with my stage mum a
bit more. My family watched Corrie so they were
really pleased that Vicky had been cast, but I hadn’t
watched it that much. I knew who Janice Battersby
was, though. She's been so lovely and approachable
and made everyone feel comfortable.

East is East provides a different point of view
from the usual white, straight male perspective.
How do think theatre in the UK is dealing with
the need for more diversity in plays?
There's a lot more to be done, and I'm hoping it's
going to get better. It's a difficult question because

You sing, do theatre, TV, film, and dance. What
comes first for you?
I love them all, but acting holds my heart. I love
theatre, but do enjoy TV. I've not had many TV
opportunities, so I'm hoping that I'll get more work
in that area. It's something I want to get to know a
bit better. With theatre, you've got digs and you're
living with lots of other actors. It's really nice to be
rehearsing and working on your craft day in, day
out, which you don't always get the opportunity to
do when you're on set.
What’s next for you?
When I finish East is East, I'm filming for two weeks
on Diddy TV for CBBC with Dick and Dom, which
I also did two years ago. It's comedy sketches.
You get to play with lots of different accents and
characters, and wear lots of different wigs, which
is always fun. Then I'm looking forward to having
a summer of, hopefully, sunshine! I’ll go check out
Edinburgh Fringe, see what’s cracking off, and be
available to audition. I'm also part of the theatre
company Sheep Soup, and we've got a show called
The Leftovers that we're performing at Leicester
Curve in October, so we'll be rehearsing for that. All
in all, I’m looking forward to getting back to Notts.
East is East is at Nottingham Playhouse from
Thursday 25 May - Saturday 10 June.
nottinghamplayhouse.co.uk
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illustrations:Joe Symonds

Fifty years ago, millions of young hippies from across the globe descended on
public parks and open spaces to turn on, tune in and drop out together during
the Summer of Love. Within a few years, Woodstock and Glastonbury were both
founded, and the hippies now had massive fields to watch bands in, buy tofu
burgers and get yin and yang henna tattoos.
Fast forward five decades, and there are now more summer festivals than you can
shake a rain stick at. And while the hippy vibes have diluted somewhat, the wave
can still be ridden all summer long, should you so choose.
It’s time to dig out your wellies, pack up the car boot with a few hundred cans,
and go on the hunt for a wacko pair of sunnies. Festival season is here again. The
joys! The wonder! The massive, week-long comedown! Enjoy.
leftlion.co.uk/issue89
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DAHN THE ROAD
If you’re struggling to
find a festival best suited
to you, worry no more, for
we have put together a mildly
comprehensive guide for you to
follow. We’ve noted the headliners,
a few Notts faces that’ll be
making an appearance, and the
cheapest possible ticket price.
Summer sorted.

Bearded Theory

25-28 May, Derbyshire, tickets from £110.25
Independent, family-friendly rock ‘n’ roll.
Big acts: Slaves, Seasick Steve, Skunk Anansie
Notts link: Ferocious Dog, Seas of Mirth
beardedtheory.co.uk

Glastonbudget

26-28 May, Leicestershire, tickets from £47.70
A tribute to the big gun.
Big acts: Guns 2 Roses, Letz Zep, Abba Revival
Notts link: Noose, Paul Walker, Kian Irwin
glastonbudget.org

Gate To Southwell

8-11 June, Southwell, tickets from £20
Formerly known as the Southwell Folk Festival, organisers are
pulling out all the stops for the four-day event this year. Pack up
the kiddies, pitch the tent, and pray for good weather. While you
grab a pint and listen to the likes of Jon Boden and Notts band
Wholesome Fish, the sprogs can visit White Post Farm’s mini
petting zoo, and get stuck into a show, courtesy of Handmade
Theatre Company.
southwellfolkfestival.org.uk

BIG FIELDS FURTHER AFIELD
Download

Y Not

9-11 June, Donington, tickets from £83
Rock takes over at Donny Park.
Big acts: System of a Down, Aerosmith, Biffy Clyro
Watch out for: Hacktivist, The King Blues,
The Dillinger Escape Plan
downloadfestival.co.uk

27-30 July, Derbyshire, tickets from £114.50
Makes Derby not so bad.
Big acts: Jake Bugg, Two Door Cinema Club, The Vaccines
Notts link: Kagoule, Heck, Rob Green, Daisy Godfrey
ynotfestivals.co.uk

Forest Live

24-28 August, Southwell, prices vary per event
Southwell are pulling out all the stops this summer. They’re
bringing around seventy of the UK and Europe’s best
professional musicians and singers to the sleepy town.
Young cellist, Sheku Kanneh-Mason, who gained the highest
mark in the UK for his grade eight cello exam just three
years after first picking up the instrument, is one act you
don’t wanna miss. Check out the website for the full listings.
southwellmusicfestival.com

23-25 June, Sherwood, tickets from £33 per day
This summer, the powers that be – that’s the Forestry
Commission, to you and I – have chosen Sherwood Forest
to play host to a selection of musical talent over the
summer, with the profits made from ticket sales pumped
right back into protecting, improving and expanding
England’s forests. Catch the likes of Olly Murs, Tom Jones
and Elbow perform in exclusive, one-off events.
forestry.gov.uk/music

Southwell Music Festival

Tramlines

21-23 July, Sheffield, tickets from £46.20
Inner-city indie party.
Big acts: The Libertines, Metronomy, Primal Scream
Notts link: Past Primal Scream member, Barrie Cadogan,
is from Beeston
tramlines.org.uk

Castle Rock 40th Birthday Beer Festival and Yard Party

1-3 June, Castle Rock Brewery, tickets from £10
What better way to celebrate your birthday than to throw
a three-day bash, complete with live music, good food and
plenty of beer, and invite all your mates? That’s exactly what
Castle Rock are doing for their fortieth this year. They’re pulling
out all the stops, with forty-odd keg and cask beers on offer,
performances from the likes of Fat Digester, Unknown Era and
Lord Ha Ha, plus a bouncy castle for the kids. Sorted.
castlerockbrewery.co.uk

Nearstock

Detonate Festival

Dot to Dot

28 May, city centre, tickets from £22
Nottingham’s original indie festival.
Big acts: Sundara Karma, Amber Run, The Growlers
Watch out for: The Big Moon, Eyre Llew
dottodotfestival.co.uk

Latitude

Edinburgh International Festival and Fringe
4-28 August, Edinburgh
Theatre, comedy, music and literature – one city.
Big acts: Foil Arms and Hog, PJ Harvey
Notts link: Just The Tonic are hosting fifteen rooms
eif.co.uk
Boomtown

15-18 May, city centre venues, prices vary per event
The event that combines your love of learning with the comfort
of a pint has had a growth spurt. The University of Nottingham
and Impact have joined forces with the team behind Pint of
Science to bring you a three-day festival, spread across six
venues, all geared towards teaching you a thing or two. Learn
about everything from love-seeking snails, to black holes and
cosmic collisions, all in a familiarly boozy setting.
pintofscience.co.uk
20 May, East Bridgford, tickets from £8
Charity younger sibling of Deerstock.
Big acts: Sons of Clogger, Skalinskis
Watch out for: Dirty Davey
deerstock.co.uk

Glastonbury

21-25 June, Somerset, if you don’t have tickets, you aren’t
going
The biggest, baddest and boldest.
Big acts: Radiohead, Foo Fighters, Ed Sheeran
Notts link: Sleaford Mods
glastonburyfestivals.co.uk
13-16 July, Suffolk, tickets from £77.50
More than just the music.
Big acts: The 1975, Mumford and Sons, Fleet Foxes
Notts link: Alice Levine reading My Dad Wrote A Porno
latitudefestival.com

ON YER DOORSTEP
Pint of Science Festival

Parklife

10-11 June, Manchester, tickets from £85
City-based festival with heavy tunes.
Big acts: Frank Ocean, BBK, A Tribe Called Quest
Notts link: London Grammar, Crazy P
parklife.uk.com

9-10 June, Colwick Park, tickets from £47.39
Almost twenty years after their first d’n’b night, Detonate
Festival is making moves this year. Having expanded to a twoday event, you can expect to see the likes of Chase and Status,
Wiley and Kano, plus stage takeovers from Krudd, Brickworks
and Gangsta Wraps. The Nottingham Street Food Club are
curating the scran, so you can fill your bellies good an’ proper.
Keep an eye out for the floating stage, too…
detonate1.co.uk

Waterfront Festival

8 July, Canalhouse, tickets from £7
INFL’s canal-side charity bash.
Big acts: Unknown Era, Hallouminati, The Most Ugly Child
Watch out for: Mrs Green and the Rizlas, Chambers
waterfrontnotts.com

Splendour

22 July, tickets from £39.60
For one day, and one day only, Batman opens the
doors to his gaff for the good folk of Hoodtown to
revel in the grounds. Every year, the festival gathers
the best in the local bizz, and beyond. The likes
of the Kaiser Chiefs, Billy Ocean, and noughties
favourite, Busted, are taking to the main stage. Plus,
you can catch the very sweet Josh Wheatley, and
rising star Georgie, doing their thing an’ all.
splendourfestival.com

Deerstock

21-23 July, Newton (NG13), tickets from £52.50
Boutique music festival for families.
Big acts: Ruts DC, Transglobal Underground
Watch out for: Doggen All Stars, Def Goldblum
deerstock.co.uk

Riverside

1-3 August, Victoria Embankment, free
When the weather is sweet, there’s probably no
better way to spend the day than down by that there
river. The entire stretch of Victoria Embankment is to
be taken over by fairground rides, ice cream vans and
mushy pea stalls once again, for a family- and pursefriendly affair. Catch the annual Dragon Boat race,
and get involved in some top dollar street theatre as
you wander down the way. And make sure you stick
around on Saturday to catch the fireworks display.
facebook.com/riversidefestival

Gloworm

19-20 August, Clumber Park, tickets from £27.50
The best in family-friendly fun.
Big acts: The Chuckle Brothers, S Club Party
Watch out for: Johnny and the Raindrops
glowormfestival.co.uk

MacMillan Fest

2 September, Rescue Rooms, tickets from £11
Lively and loud in aid of cancer sufferers.
Big acts: Line-up still to be announced, so watch this space.
facebook.com/macmillanfest

Hockley Hustle

8 October, Hockley, tickets from £11
Town takeover raising big bucks for charity.
Big acts: Thirty-piece orchestra with Notts faces
Watch out for: Young Hustlers
hockleyhustle.co.uk

10-13 August, Hampshire, tickets from £202
The General Josie has been overthrown, and the city of
Boomtown is now leaderless. There’s a revolution under
way as the districts revel in their new found freedom.
The next chapter of the Boomtown story asks you to fully
immerse yourself in the town. Make your way around the
districts, eyeing the debauched decadence of Mayfair, and
the nuclear facility in Sector 6. Catch Notts heads Bud,
Tumble Audio and Ferocious Dog playing their part an’ all.
boomtownfair.co.uk

V Festival

19-20 August, Shropshire and Essex, tIckets from £89
Pop-heavy, school leavers party vibes.
Big acts: P!nk, Jay-Z, Stormzy
Notts link: MistaJam
vfestival.com

Leeds & Reading

25-27 August, ticket from £72
Muddy rock ‘n’ roll rite of passage.
Big acts: Kasabian, Eminem, Muse
Notts link: Young T and Bugsey
leedsfestival.com

Bestival

7-10 September, Dorset, tickets from £181
The ultimate hippy hideaway.
Big acts: The xx, Pet Shop Boys, Jamie T
Notts link: Origin One
bestival.net

Green Man

17-20 August, Wales, tickets from £180
Welsh settlement with music and comedy.
Big acts: Kate Tempest, The Shins, Josie Long
Notts link: Harleighblu
greenman.net

Crocus is a volunteer-led community cafe specialising
in healthy and aﬀordable vegetarian and vegan food
that is fair-trade, organic and locally sourced.

Monday - Wednesday 10am - 5pm
Thursday - Saturday 10am - 10pm
Sunday 10am - 6pm

Detonate has been championing
bass music in this city for yonks.
We grabbed the founder of the
organisation, James Busby, to
talk plans for this year’s
Detonate Festival, two
decades of promoting drum
‘n’ bass, and the highs and
lows of running an event for
thousands of punters...

Bass
Drop
in an outdoor event. We had big acts in every
arena, but one tent was rammed from early on.
Once there was a big queue outside, people
could see that they weren't getting back
in if they left. They stayed, and we lost
the flow you need to make the event
work. When the situation worsened,
there was a danger of people getting
hurt so we made the decision to
stop the whole event.

Tell us about the plans for
the festival this year…
The main thing is that
we’ve extended it to two
days. The Colwick Park
site, in our opinion, is
one of the best in the
country. It’s close to
the city centre but
still surrounded
by lakes and
countryside.
We’re trying to
make the most
of the scenery
rather than just
plonk a festival
in it. One of our
stages floats on
the lake, and
in front of it is
an amphitheater
where people can
dance. We’ve also
got a new bit called
the Hidden Woodland,
which is a covered area
you can access from two
woodland paths.
Why did you decide to extend it
to a second day?
We did a survey after last year and
asked what improvements could be made
– 70% of people said make it longer. It takes a
lot of people a week of work to build, so it’s good
to have it out for longer. It seems like there’s a bit
of a model for what we’re doing in other cities:
Parklife, Wildlife, Love Saves the Day. Musically,
having two days allows us to push the boundaries
a bit more. It also gives space to go wider genrewise and get more people involved, including some
smaller acts that we really like.
Local promoters you’re working with this year
include Krudd, Gangsta Wraps, CSWS, Reggae
Takeover and Brickworks...
The vision from our old indoor festival was about
bringing lots of different styles of music, and
the people involved in them, together. That’s
continued and evolved. With this becoming a
weekend, it’s allowed more scope for different
people to bring their vibe and their curation on the
line-up. It doesn't stop at stage takeovers, either.
The Nottingham Street Food Club are curating
the food on site, with people like Nottingham
Doughnut Company involved. It’s about trying to
involve as many different people from Notts who
bring something new to the table.
Tell us about who you were when you started
Detonate eighteen years ago...
I’d just graduated from Trent Uni, was doing a
music foundation at Confetti, and DJing at The
Lenton. It was a pub that you could smoke weed
in, run by an ex-copper. Kath, my business partner,
was a student who worked behind the bar there.
There was a night at The Beetroot called Steel
that gave us the style of d ‘n’ B we were into, and
when it stopped, we decided to fill the gap. We
just decided to do one night. Then we did another
because it went well, and before we knew it,
we had a logo and a crowd. We just fed off the
response from people and here we are.

Was that your decision?
Yes. Although some reports said
the police shut it down, it was us
that made the call. The reasons
we do these events are still the
same as in 1999; to bring our
favourite acts to Nottingham,
and put on a good party. We
employ very experienced people
for key positions in health and
safety, and we work with a safety
advisory group, which includes the
police, the local authority, a health
and safety executive, environmental
noise, licensing, ambulance, fire,
medical, traffic management and so
on. An enormous amount has been learnt
from the problems at Halloween, and the
festival is selling very well, so hopefully
people can see it’s not like us to have those
kinds of problems.

Hundreds of other nights have come and gone
since then. What’s the secret to your longevity?
We’ve been lucky to be flexible. We’re as into the
music we promote now as we were then. That’s
what feeds our nights. Musically, d ‘n’ b is one of
the genres that’s been around all that time. It’s
had peaks and troughs, but it’s never disappeared.
Some nights are based around music that turns
out to be a fad, and when that becomes uncool, it’s
hard to become something else. We’ve been able
to make our own choices, which is nice. The career
path of an independent promoter often leads to
venue ownership or siding with a venue. That’s
really the death of you as a promoter as you’re
usually forced to do a load of nights that you don’t
totally believe in just to fill gaps
You used to run The Golden Fleece, though...
Yeah, we took that on between 2005 and 2012.
The Fleece was great, but we didn’t really put
on Detonate events there. It’s hard work owning
a pub. We were able to put on some amazing
upcoming people there like Sleaford Mods, Natalie
Duncan, Harleighblu and Liam Bailey. Tommy
Farmyard used to bring all these live acts through.
James Blake did his first ever Nottingham show
with us and David Rodigan, DJ Derek and Katy B
played too. Nottingham could do with more places
like the Fleece in its hey day. I’m happy to be out of
that game these days.
Your Halloween all-dayer had to be closed down
early last year. What went wrong?
The quick answer is that the vast majority of
people at the event wanted to be in one tent. With
multi-arena events like this, it’s a balancing act of
people floating between arenas. It’s very tricky to
balance the considerations of everyone involved

Is that the hardest thing you’ve been through as
a promoter?
By far. It was a nightmare. The event was so far
from what we’d intended. Loads of people were
disappointed, as were we. Some people reacted
in a really angry way, and others who hadn’t even
been at the event turned it into an internet feeding
frenzy; including putting our home address on
the internet. Having said that, a lot of others
saw that it wasn’t intentional, and sent really
nice messages of support. When you reach
a certain size as an event, people view you
in the same way as they view a big phone
network, or Tesco, or whatever. We’re not that.
Detonate has become a brand, but behind
that, we’re still just a few people working in
an office above a bar in Nottingham, putting
on music events.
How has the Detonate crowd changed over
the years?
The club nights still attract a mainly younger
audience, 18 - 25, but the festival is much
wider. I see a lot of people there who came
to the first ever Detonate. It’s always good to
see old faces return. Even at the club nights,
d ‘n’ b seems to attract a really mixed crowd
which can only be a good thing.
You’re still DJing as Transit Mafia too, just
like the old days…
Yeah, I didn't do it much when my daughter
was a baby, but this year I've been gigging a
lot, including the Andy C XOYO residencies in
London. I sometimes feel like I'm old enough
to stop DJing, but it’s what I do. I listen to
music non-stop, so for as long as I'm asked to
do it, I will.
Detonate Festival, Friday 9 - Saturday 10 June,
Colwick Country Park, £47 - £93.
detonate1.co.uk
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Budding Talent
interview: Elizabeth O’Riordan

The Big Tickets

University of Nottingham
student, city bird and
festival smasher Bud
has been stealing
stages with her fresh,
reggae- and dub-influenced
pop melodies. The perfect
soundtrack to summer. We
caught up with the lass ahead
of her appearances throughout
tent-based towns this year...

interview: Jared Wilson

Mark Gasson has been selling gig and festival tickets
from his base in Nottingham for almost 25 years.
We caught up with him to find out more about
sneaking into Glastonbury, ticket touts, and his
Gigantic empire...
First things first, how do you say Gigantic?
Gigantic is a play on words. We’re named after the track by The Pixies. I
pronounce it like that, but the play on words is Gig-an-tic. Customers and
promoters often debate how to pronounce it. I used to be precious about it, but
after ten good years it’s just good to be spoken about.
How did you first start out in ticketing?
I founded Gigantic back in 2007. Prior to that, I worked at Way Ahead Tickets
for fourteen years, which later became See Tickets. I was ready for a change of
scenery, but wanted to stay in ticketing, so I started this up.

You’ve got a new single coming out. What can we expect?
It’s probably going to be a bit of a shock because it’s quite a different direction – a lot
darker, both musically and stylistically. People know me for my summer sounds, more
bubblegum sounds, but this is going to be different.
The beautifully-shot music video for City Bird follows the story of young people
drinking in Nottingham. Where did the idea come from, and were you heavily involved
in the creative process?
We did it as a Kickstarter, more as a way to raise awareness and get people in Nottingham
involved in the project. It was really fun. Former Confetti student, Michael Jobling, wrote
the treatment. It’s a little bit based on the idea of a crap British night out, Inbetweeners
style. That’s what a lot of people get from it.
You’re studying at the University of Nottingham...
Yes, my course is based around nutrition, so I’m in training to be a dietitian. I’m fully
immersed in student life. I really enjoy it. Even though it seems a little silly that I have
to go to university for years to tell people to eat their five-a-day. I actually went to music
college a few years ago in Leeds, but they tried to strip me of my originality and teach me
to be this generic, Britney Spears backing singer. That’s not what I want. I want to write
my own songs, sing in my own way and develop as an artist. So, to my mum’s absolute
horror, I dropped out. It was bad enough I was going to do music in the first place. She
wanted me to be a lawyer or a doctor or something.
You’re playing at quite a few festivals this year, including Y Not, Bestival and
Boomtown Fair. Have you been to either of them before?
I’ve been to Y Not; it’s great because it’s a big festival with big names, but it’s so close
to home it has this familiarity, and a lot of people from Nottingham go there. You always
bump into people or see musicians you’ve heard about in your area. With Boomtown, I’m
just so chuffed. I don’t even know how I got on it to be honest. I played 2Q festival in Derby
last month, and I’ve just been given The Great Escape down in Brighton which is there to
showcase emerging artists. That’s great for someone like me who’s just breaking into the
scene. I’ve also got Green Meadows Festival in Peterborough and Splendour. Those are the
ones I can confirm.
Have you done the festival circuit as a performer before?
I did a couple last year, but this is the first time I’ll be playing a few in one year. If I’m
honest, the thing I’m most looking forward to is the satisfaction of watching other
bands, and being able to talk to them backstage. I love meeting people and learning about
their story. It’s the behind the scenes stuff I’m really excited about. One thing I hate about
festivals, though, is the toilets. I think in my old age I’m going to be the sort of person that
will invest in glamping. Maybe when I start making more money from music...
Catch Bud at Splendour Festival in Wollaton Park on Saturday 22 July 2017.
soundcloud.com/budofficial

How have festivals and festival ticketing changed over the years?
I remember going to the Our Price on Listergate and buying a Glastonbury
ticket for cash a week before the festival. It wasn’t the sell-out that it is now,
which probably made it a more enjoyable festival. The first year I went to
Glasto I snuck in by hiding in the back of a van. Now of course, you need photo
ID, and it’s arguably the hottest festival ticket around. These days, for many
festivals, we immediately deliver eTickets which the customer presents at the
gate to be scanned in by our venue entry software. This offers the organisers
real-time stats on how many people have entered the festival.
Is there ever a good reason to buy a ticket from a tout?
No. I would strongly advise against it. One of the saddest things about
working at festivals is having to deal with customers who purchased bogus
tickets online from a tout who’s told them to collect it from the box office, when
no such ticket exists. There’s no provision to allow them into the festival and
they end up being turned away.
You’ve been a big supporter of Nottingham’s Hockley Hustle festival. What
are your thoughts on seeing that resurrected and grow?
Hockley Hustle is a vitally important part of Nottingham’s cultural calendar. It
provides a platform to showcase the breadth and vibrancy of the city’s venues
and music scene. It also offers new students a great introduction to what we’re
all about. We’re looking forward to working with Hockley Hustle over the
coming years. We’re also proud to act as a sponsor of the Waterfront Festival,
another vital platform for local acts.
See Tickets and Alt Tickets are based in Notts, too. Are we
at the epicentre of UK gig ticketing?
Nottingham is probably second only to London. See
Tickets directly evolved from Way Ahead, and Gigantic
indirectly came from that route too. The biggest event
Way Ahead sold for was Oasis at Knebworth back in
1996. There were 250,000 tickets to sell in the days
before online ticket sales, and they all had to be sold
by telephone or in person. The morning the tickets
went on sale, the demand took down the whole city’s
phone exchange.
What are your top tips for festival-goers
this summer?
There are a huge number of festivals now, both
in the UK and in Europe, so research
the market before booking. A lot
of people book for the same
festival year on year. There are
advantages to this, certainly
in terms of familiarity, but the
market is vast and there to be
explored, so going to the same
festival every year seems like a
waste to me.
Gigantic’s 10th Birthday with
Kagoule and special guests,
Angel Microbrewery,
Friday 5 May.
gigantic.com
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7 May - 2pm BROADWAY CINEMA SELMA (12A)

Gandhi, King, Ikeda

(Peacebuilders) Exhibition

8 May - PEACE & MEDITATION: Introduction to
Zen Buddhism at Tiger Boe 7.30–9.00pm FREE

2-5 May NTU Newton Building NG1 4BU
6-12 May Broadway Gallery NG1 3AF

10 May - Bromley House Library 2017 talks –
2pm OTTOLINE, LAWRENCE AND RUSSELL TONY SIMPSON (Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation)

6 May
CANDLELIGHT PEACE PROCESSION
8pm Market Square Lighting of candles.
Carry your wish with you for a better
world. What will you stand up for?
PEACE ANGEL INSTALLATION
Created by Alison Knox.

NOTTINGHAM PEACEBUILDERS 2017
28 April - THIS EVIL THING - MICHAEL MEARS

13 May - ThinKNotts 11am–5pm
1000 Meditators in Market Square
HOLISTIC FAMILY DAY OF WELLBEING
www.unpluggedspace.org - FREE

National Justice Museum - High Pavement 29 April - CHRIS AND EMMA LEWIS-JONES

17 May -DANCE MEDITATION FOR PEACE with
CHRISANDRA HARRIS 7.30pm
Haywood Road Community Centre NG3 6AD.

7 May

20 May

9.pm PEACE PARTY with SHELL’S BELLES

CONCERT at ST MARY’S CHURCH
8pm All proceeds to Emmanuel House
£10 on door early bird £5 from
peacebuildersuk@gmail.com
Derek Williams (violin)
Jennifer Hogg (piano)
Geoff Williams (baritone)
Georgina Taylor (Harp)
The choir of St Mary the Virgin
Manushi Dance Group
St Mary the Virgin. High Pavement NG1 1HN

8pm Nottingham Playhouse, Neville Studio

( DOG’S DAUGHTER ) ‘PEACE PIPE’
12.00 - 2.30 City Locations

1.30 - 4.30 Sneinton Market

MICHELLE OLDALE, RUTH COWARD, LUCY APHRAMOR

CAROLINE BRAZIER on BUDDHIST PSYCHOLOGY
Sir Julien Cahn Pavilion West Bridgford,
Qualiﬁed/Trainee Therapists only.
https://goo.gl/u2dCg1

30 April - QUAKER PEACE BREAKFAST at Friends

RESTORATIVE YOGA AND YOGA NIDRA 10am-12.00

PEACE AND WELLBEING – an exploration with

Meeting House, Clarendon St 9.30-10.15am FREE

6 May - LEICESTER TO NOTTINGHAM PEACE RIDE
7 May FLASHMOBS in the City:
NOTTINGHAM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
OAK FIELD SCHOOL (Dance and Happenings)
11.00 am - 2.45pm - city locations

The Secret Studio with JANE HOUSTON

For full details of all events visit:

www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/peacebuilders
www.facebook.com/peacebuildersuk

Writing for computer games is more than just up, down, left, right, jump. There are multiple worlds and narratives to consider,
as well as which media platform to use. Fortunately, Nottingham’s very own videogame writer, Lynda Clark, has helped form a
writing group – Hello Words – at The NVA, to offer a bit of support for those who don’t know their Twine from their Inkle…
Videogame writer, Rhianna Pratchett, has been known to describe her role as being a
“narrative paramedic.” This stems from the videogame industry’s old, unfortunate habit
of bringing writers in once a game is all but complete, to retroactively add some sort of
narrative; effectively bandaging together all the broken bits of story so it can limp out of the
door and onto players’ consoles.
Even though a writer is now usually involved from the start, the inherent difficulty of
putting together a story that the player may try to pull apart or work against has many
videogame writers tearing their hair out. In an interview with New Statesman in 2012,
Brink writer Ed Stern suggested it was “spectacularly, trudgingly hard to make games
mean things” due, in part, to their collaborative nature.
And yet the number of tools for writing interactive fiction remains on the increase. Inkle,
Twine, ChoiceScript, Texture, Inform, Ren’Py; the list of free interactivity tools for writers
continues to grow. However, for every writer who embraces interactivity and cannonballs
into the pool of tools, there are probably ten who hover at the water’s edge, scared away by
the shark fins of jargon poking through the surface: “technology” “multi-linearity”
and “code.”
A good starting place for the uninitiated lies in the Infocom version of Douglas Adams’ The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. By typing commands, the reader can help Arthur Dent
escape the Vogon’s planned destruction of his home and planet or, more often, they can fail
utterly and get him bulldozed flat, along with his house.
Indeed, the interactive fiction – or IF – of eighties, text-based adventures were the
precursor to many modern-day videogames. And today, Nottingham’s wealth of ‘escape
rooms’ – Escapologic, Cryptology and Logiclock – all have two interactive fiction staples;
puzzles and exploration. Then there’s Nottingham University’s Mixed Reality Storytelling

Largest Board Game Cafe in the UK
For Gamers, By Gamers

Kick back, play board games, and enjoy
hot food, tea, coffee, cake, and snacks!

project, which allows players to tell the stories of their miniatures and models from
tabletop roleplaying games like Warhammer by creating character backstories and sharing
their gaming experiences.
If you fancy giving interactive fiction a go – whether you can code but have never written
a story in your life, or you’re looking to develop links in your writing – Hello Words has
got you covered. Based in The National Videogame Arcade’s Clubroom, our writing group
meets once a month and we’re all about helping each other to develop ideas.
Some of us are coders, some of us are writers with no technical abilities whatsoever, and
some of us are jacks of many trades. What we all share is a love of experimenting with
storytelling: we work on our interactive fiction in our spare time, then get together to
discuss each other’s work, and have an hour to play around with what we have.
So far, our members have made a wide variety of IFs: a puzzle game drawing on Greek
mythology to cast the player as Ariadne, a Nazi-punching simulator, and a talking-horse
adventure. The best thing about being a “narrative paramedic” is learning on the job
without ever losing a patient. And there’s no blood and guts. Unless you make a blood and
gutsy game, of course.
We’re inclined to agree with Ed Stern; it is “spectacularly, trudgingly hard to make games
mean things.” But we want to keep trying anyway, so come and join us.
Hello Words meets on the second Thursday of every month, 6.30pm – 8.30pm, in the Clubroom
above The National Videogame Arcade’s Toast Bar, free.
The National Videogame Arcade, 24 - 32 Carlton Street, Nottingham, NG1 1NN.
thenva.com

DUCK TO WATER
words: Bridie Squires
illustration: Ben Lord

Flotation tank. Sensory deprivation. Perceptual isolation. You what? Lying in a massive, spaceshipstyle tank of water and Epsom salts, plunged into darkness and silence. Still scratching your bonce?
Restricted environmental stimulation therapy (REST) has been used for years to practise meditation,
relieve stress, and increase creative thinking.
Here in Nottingham, we’re lucky to have the only facility in the East Midlands, sitting Zen-like in the
middle of West Bridgford. We went down to Calm Water for a float, and to chat to co-owner, Nick
Parsons, about the unusual business endeavour…
The first time I ever came across a flotation tank was in that Simpsons
episode; Homer is loaded into a van by mistake, and ends up bobbing away
in the sea, while Lisa trips out good and proper. The second time I heard
about them was reading up on the wonderfully eccentric physicist Richard
Feynman, who took ketamine and floated so he could isolate his mind, and
really ‘study’ altered states of consciousness.
My experience of the bogger was perhaps not as event-filled as these
examples, but bleddy hell was it enjoyable. Epiphany inducing, even. After
being greeted and given a rundown of what to expect, I was given a tour of
the place, which feels somewhere between a spa, a Buddhist centre, and a
very clean mam’s bathroom.
Having chosen from a selection of music tracks to ‘ease me in’, it was time
to shower off, whack in a pair of earplugs, and put on the owd birthday suit;
you don’t want any bathers distracting your mind from where it wants to go.
The purple glow inside the tank invited me in, then I pulled the lid shut and
the lights went out completely.
For starters, I was shocked at how powerful the Epsom salts were in holding
up my body. The feeling of weightlessness was lovely, albeit a little difficult
to get used to at first. Soon after the music faded into silence, my mind
darted from one place to the next; I let the thoughts come and go until I was
eventually slipping in and out of consciousness, staring into the blackness.
I’ve always struggled to meditate, but the experience almost forced me to
relax, to listen to whatever my mind wanted to tell me. At one point, I felt
like I was floating through the stars in space.
“The brain slows down so much that you can enter REM sleep while you’re
still conscious,” says co-owner, Nick. “Basically, you’re dreaming. You’re
having the same level and freedom of creativity; you can have hallucinations,
visually and audibly. It’s not like Trainspotting’s idea of hallucinating, more
like a really deep daydream.
“It’s a trick; you haven’t received a natural signal from the world around
you; the light went out with the push of a switch. If you can reach the
theta rhythm [a brain pattern associated with REM sleep], you become
incredibly suggestible, and it's allegedly the best few seconds for
unconscious learning.”
In another life, owners Nick and Krysta were living busy lifestyles in
London: Nick, as an audio director; Krysta, as the headteacher of a primary
school. A friend of theirs had been on at them about the benefits of floating,
convincing them to give it a try.
“I turned around and said ‘You want me to rock up at your mate’s house with
35 of my hard-earned pounds, for a bath? Not gonna happen.’” says Nick.
“He kept getting in my ear about it, so I just booked myself in one Friday.”
Skeptical as owt, Nick got himself down to Floatworks, by London Bridge,
Vauxhall, chatted with founder Tim Strudwick, and tried out the pod.
“It threw me, how much I enjoyed it. People say it’s womb-like because you
can hear your own heartbeat. There’s nothing like it, you can’t feel the ‘all’
any more,” says Nick. “When I got home, I slept like a log. The next day I
played a DJ set really well, nothing was a struggle, and I thought it was
down to that. I bought a membership to float once a month, and floated once
a week occasionally.”
Although scientific evidence of health benefits could be more robust, the
results of a 2005 meta-analysis of clinical trials, by Dirk van Dierendonck of
the Department of Work and Organisational Psychology at the University

of Amsterdam, suggests that REST ‘has positive effects on physiology (eg
lower levels of cortisol, lower blood pressure), well-being, and performance
[and] can be a useful stress management tool.’
You only have to try it yourself to feel the benefits. Although the brain is a
complicated, mysterious thing, the process is really simple stuff, as Nick
explains: “You’re reducing the workload on the brain, as there’s nothing to
hear and nothing to see, so it begins to slow down and therefore relax. The
dark and quiet bit, you can do that anywhere, but your sense of touch is
something we cannot easily deceive.
“The water is a lot denser than you, so you float, and we heat the air and the
water to body temperature, 35 degrees. There’s no pressure or temperature
variation; you feel weightless and you can’t tell where you stop and the
water begins. You start to come down from this stressed, on-edge existence
and return to the default of a happy, little creature.”
In Thailand, four months into a round-the-world trip, Nick and Krysta
decided that when they eventually returned to the UK, they’d set up shop
in Nottingham; the city in which Nick developed his musical craft as a
Confetti student. After forming a friendship with Floatworks’ Tim Strudwick,
the couple bought two of his newly designed ‘i-sopods’, converted an old
plumbing warehouse, and grew the business into what it is today.
Calm Water attracts everyone from professional sports people to university
students researching mental projection. “Two guys came in with some cards
and one tried to astrologically tell the other what was in the picture,” smiles
Nick. “It didn’t work, but that’s not to say it couldn’t.” Nick has another
friend and customer who floats in the morning before work: “He lies there
and builds websites,” says Nick. “He’ll solve his coding problems in his head
and order his day.”
Poor mental health is just one issue people address with sensory
deprivation, but it’s a bloody big one. “We don’t beat ourselves up if we’ve
got a snotty nose from a cold, but people are really down on themselves
if they have mental health issues,” observes Nick. “I’d really like to help
relieve that stigma. I work closely with people who are suffering with stress,
or who’ve been diagnosed with depression by their GP.”
In this fast-paced era, overstimulation in our bonces is rife. “Even by
how supermarket shelves are stacked, we’re being influenced constantly,
subconsciously, left, right and centre,” says Nick. “We’ve become addicted
to not looking after ourselves. This corporate version of the world has
become quite twisted. In the west, some people align meditation with
thinking about nothing; it’s not about that, but embracing what’s up there.
We’re emotional people, we can’t just push it all back – that’s how mental
health issues arise.”
Having had a few months of tightly wound brain matter myself, I can’t
stress enough the extent the experience helped, with people close to me
commenting on a noticeable difference. Being constantly plugged into the
digital realm, seemingly unable to release the grip on that trusty black
mirror, the flotation tank provides an opportunity to push the off button.
Simply doing nothing, even just for an hour, is surprisingly blissful.
“Even if people aren’t into mindfulness, people still like to have an hour
away from it all,” says Nick. “Digital detox or not. It’s awesome.”
Calm Water, 1A Mabel Grove, West Bridgford, NG2 5GT.
Mental Health Week runs from Monday 8 - Sunday 14 May.
calm-water.co.uk
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PICK OF THE MONTH
SAT
22 APR

SAT
27 MAY

SUN
21 MAY

Peacebuilders

Food and Drink Festival

Nottingham City Centre

Nottingham Castle

We could all do with a bit of love, right about now. A load of peace masters have
clocked on, and have come up with a programme of activities that’s set to zen up
the masses, one day at a time. Their Nottingham Peacebuilders programme started
at the end of last month, and will continue through May until we’re all grinning from
tab to tab. An exhibition with work from Gandhi, King and Ikeda will be making
its way between NTU and the Broadway Gallery from Tuesday 2 - Sunday 21 May,
with a candlelight peace procession in the city on Saturday 6 May. Watch out for the
Nottingham Symphony Orchestra flash mob on the same day, too. ThinKNotts are
gathering a thousand meditators in Market Square on Thursday 13 May, so take a comfy
cushion and join in the UK’s first mass meditation event from midday. Get all centred,
and find out more about the process at the Buddhist Centre’s free meditation drop-in
classes. You can check out the full list of Peacebuilder goings-on, plus ways you can
get involved, on their Facebook page. And keep your eyes peeled around the city for
surprises. Now, go knock on yer neighbour’s door, ask if they want a cuppa, and spread
that keckle calm, duck.

MON
1 MAY

Love to eat? Love to drink? An entire weekend dedicated to large amounts of both?
Thrice yes. We’re a bit too excited about the return of the Nottingham Food and Drink
Festival, and you lot should be an’ all. Over at the Castle this month, there’ll be more
than 100 stalls selling hot and cold yammables and gulpables, plus culinary-related
crafts so you can tek summat ‘ome fer yer mam. There’s even a double decker bus
bar to take an up-top pew in, a Greene King pop-up with ale aplenty, plus the Coolest
Drink Bar for sipping on a glass of prosecco with your pinky out. Not only that, there’s
loads of entertainment cracking off while you fill your boots, including live music on
the bandstand for the duration of the weekend. On the Saturday, Antonio Carluccio
– aka the Godfather of Italian Gastronomy – will be demonstrating his skills in the
kitchen, followed by Jean-Christophe Novelli on the Sunday and Adam Simmonds on
the Monday. Get stuck in, and learn how to cook like the top dogs ‘emselves. A proper
weekend, if you ask us. £8.80 in advance, £10 otd. Under tens go free with paying adult.

THU
20 APR

SAT
13 MAY

MON
15 MAY

8pm

Ruby Wax: Frazzled

Lace Market Gallery

The US-born actress, writer, comedienne and campaigner
is making her way over to Hoodtown to open up a
conversation about mental health. Following her sell-out
touring show and book, Sane New World, Ms Wax is on
a mission to help us understand “why we sabotage our
sanity with our own thinking.” And our Ruby don’t half
know what she’s on about. After majoring in psychology
at the University of California, she travelled across
the pond to acquire a masters in mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy from Oxford University, no less. She has
also struggled with her own mental health, having been
diagnosed with clinical depression. This time round,
she’s discussing her latest book, A Mindfulness Guide for
the Frazzled, which has been billed by the Playhouse as
“your passport to saner living.” We could do with one of
them. Count us in. £21

The discussion surrounding mental health is going from
strength to strength. But back in the day, things weren’t
so rosy for women, who were often misdiagnosed with
“madness” or “hysteria”, and thrown into asylums
for leaving their husbands, and voicing opinions. To
coincide with Mental Health Awareness Week (Monday
8 - Sunday 14 May), artist Denise Weston is exploring
narratives related to the perception of female “madness”
by showing work from her two-year project. Using both
historical and fictional characters to craft the idea of “art
as gift”, Weston creates large-scale figurative paintings
as well as book works and more intimate pieces. The
exhibition also features collaborations with performance
artist Annette Foster, who’s currently researching
women’s experience of autism through live art. Be sure
to visit the Lace Market Gallery Facebook page for more
info. Free

FRI
26 MAY

FRI
26 MAY

8pm

8pm

Symphonica ft Mr Switch
Nottingham Contemporary

Seemingly unable to wait until October to pop back up
on your radar, the guys and gals behind Hockley Hustle
are back at it this month. And what a corker they’re
delivering, too. Nottingham Contemporary is gearing up
to host one of the biggest and baddest collaborations
since Queen and David Bowie. The brand new project,
Symphonica, is one big mixing pot, with the sound of a
full orchestra and the heavy beats of a DJ chucked right
into the bogger. The night will see you serenaded by
string sections and whipped into a frenzy by scratching
records. And who better to take pride of place on the
ones and twos than Mr Switch, eh? There’ll be support
from the likes of Three Body Trio, of Gilles Peterson’s
Future Bubblers programme, and DJ Lee Gillyon. Plus,
all proceeds go to Rethink Mental Illness Nottingham.
Luvvleh. Jubbleh. £11
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MON
29 MAY

The Invisible Orchestra
Masonic Lodge

The renegade masters, back once again. We love a good
tradition round these parts. Especially when that tradition
involves getting down and dirty to the sounds of a
24-man-and-woman-deep orchestra inside the grand owd
Masonic Lodge while necking a gin or four. The Invisible
Orchestra are back at it for an intimate gig, alongside
authentic fifties west coast swing stars, Rollo Markee
and The Tailshakers. Ooft. Worra corker. Not only that, DJ
Rick Donohue, Samyouwell and DJ Hemulen Soundz will
be spinning the decks to see you through to closing time.
Extra bar areas have been added to the venue to make
sure you’re never too long away from the dancefloor n’all.
Sound like a bit of you? We thought so. Dancing shoes, on.
£16.50

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
Savoy Cinema

You know when you get asked them questions about what
three people you wanna have round for some scran? Well,
Jack Nicholson is well and truly on our list. He’s a bleddy
legend, for crying out loud. After making his big screen
debut as a masochistic patient in Little Shop of Horrors,
he went on to star as a loveable, obsessive compulsive
romantic novel writer in As Good As It Gets, and writerturned villain, Jack, in The Shining. To celebrate the big
man’s eightieth birthday, the BFI are re-releasing One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, and it’s being brought to a
cinema near us courtesy of The Loft Movie Theatre and
Porlock Press. You’ll need to book your tickets sharpish,
and make sure you arrive bang on time, cos for once
there’s no adverts before the film starts. Get yourself
in a love seat with a bag of popcorn and relax, duckies.
£4.75/£6.50

WED
19 APR

WED
7 JUN

Re:Vision: NTU Public Lectures
Broadway Cinema

NTU launched a series of events last month that
combines film, talks, and writing workshops, and it
looks bleddy awesome. Every Wednesday afternoon this
May, you can expect to clock screenings that focus on
everything from cave paintings to nuclear waste storage,
all with some really interesting people to guide you
through the educational experience. Highlights include
Wednesday 24 May, when we can expect an appearance
from award-winning poet, novelist and songwriter Naomi
Shahib Nye, who’ll be discussing empathy, peace, and
her Arab-American heritage. In the same evening The
Lost Thing is screened. Plus, Science Museum curator
Doug Millard will be discussing the theme of orbit on
Wednesday 7 June, alongside a showing of Life. There’ll
be writing workshops before each screening which are
unfortunately all booked up, but if you email
zayneb.allak@ntu.ac.uk very nicely, you might be able to
get squeezed on. £4/£5
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WEEKLY STUFF
MONDAYS

TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

THURSDAYS

FRIDAYS

SATURDAYS

SUNDAYS

Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
Southbank
The Grosvenor
The Navigation

Open Mic Night
Filthy’s
Pepper Rocks
Greyhound, Beeston

Open Mic Night
JamCafe
Rescue Rooms
The Bell Inn
The Maze

Open Mic Night
The Navigation Inn

Unplugged
Showcase
Bunkers Hill

Surface Dwellers
Surface Gallery

Open Mic Night
The Johnson Arms

Movie Mondays
Spanky Van Dyke’s

Pub Quiz
The Johnson Arms
Sir John Borlase
Warren

Stealth VS Rescued
Stealth and
Rescue Rooms

Pub Quiz
The Trent
Navigation Inn

Music
JamCafe
Rock City
Southbank

Live Jazz
The Bell Inn
The Lion at Basford

MOBA Mondays
[ALT] Gaming Lounge
Music
The Bell Inn
Rescue Rooms
Poker Night
The Navigation Inn
The Grosvenor
Life Drawing
Malt Cross

Cuban Salsa and
Rueda Classes
Bad Juju Tiki Bar
Music
Bar Eleven
Rescue Rooms
The Navigation Inn
The Racing Room
The Dragon

Pub Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Rescue Rooms
Golden Fleece
Spanky Van Dyke’s
The Hop Pole
Open Hack Night
Nottingham Hackspace
Music
The Navigation Inn
Southbank City
Rock City

💃Salsa Class

Pub Quiz
Southbank
The Grosvenor

Bopp
Red Bar

Mindfulness Group
Sobar

Ink Fridays
Ink

Music
Rock City
Southbank City
JamCafe
The Navigation Inn
Rescue Rooms
The Lion at Basford

Get Lucky
Rock City

Paint a Pot
Harley Gallery

Friday Night Live
Southbank
The Navigation
Blues Cooperation
The Navigation Inn

Saturday Art Club
New Art Exchange

🎭 Saturday Sessions

Nonsuch Theatre

🎭 Comedy
The Glee Club
Jongleurs

Bunkers Hill

Acoustic Sessions
Malt Shovel
Sunday DJ Sessions
The Southbank Bar
Life Drawing
Place Activiy Centre

💃 Kathak Dance

New Art Exchange

MONDAY 1 MAY

WEDNESDAY 3 MAY

THURSDAY 4 MAY

FRIDAY 5 MAY

FRIDAY 5 MAY

SATURDAY 6 MAY

🎨 Afternoon Tea: Six
Week Slip Casting Course
The Harley Gallery
£120, 2pm - 4pm

😂 NCF Comedy Presents
Brennan Reece: Everglow
Canalhouse
£5, 8pm - 10pm

😂 Group Therapy Comedy
Rough Trade Nottingham
£10 - £12, 8pm - 10.30pm

🎨 FirstFriday Crafternoon:
Intaglio Print-making
Debbie Bryan
£33, 1pm – 4pm

🍴 Gin Tasting
The Sir John Borlase Warren

👪 The Magic Toy Shop
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£10 - £12

📖 11th Annual Charity
Masked Mega Booksale
ExLibris the Masked
Booksellers
Free, 10am

🎥 Hidden Figures (PG)
Bonington Cinema, Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2.30pm - 5pm

♫ Shame
The Bodega
♫ Vicky Speedboat
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
😂 Ruby Wax: Frazzled!
Nottingham Playhouse
8pm
♫ 1940s Knees Up
Nottingham Castle
11am - 3.30pm
♫ Ravenshadow
Sherwood Forest
Country Park
12pm - 3.30pm
♫ Bolshy + Captain
Hotknives + Paper Wings
+ Jake Martin + Cara
Means Friend +
The Crack Pack
The Maze
£5, 4pm
TUESDAY 2 MAY
📷 Group AGM & Special
Guest Speaker
Castle Rock Brewery
£2.50 - £5, 7pm
📖 An Evening with
Robin Hobb
Waterstones
6.30pm

💻 Geekzilla
National Videogame Arcade
6.30pm - 11pm

🎨 FirstFriday Crafternoon:
Trio of Linocut Cards
Debbie Bryan
£20, 5pm - 7pm

📣 Discovering Sojourner
Truth
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm - 7.30pm

😂 Live Comedy
Foodie Fridays
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £19.95, 7pm

👪 Rainbow Stripes
The Milk Lounge
£3 - £4, 10am - 11am

♫ Big Muff
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

🎥 XX
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4.50 - £8.40, 8.15pm

📣 Enabling Innovation:
Pitching Your Product
Workshop
The Newton Building, NTU
Free, 9am - 2pm

🌳 Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust:
Green Up Day
Sneinton Market
Free, 3.30pm - 9pm

😂 Micky Flanagan
Motorpoint Arena
Nottingham
£33.60 - £39.20

📖 Lies: Book Launch with
Author TM Logan
Waterstones
7pm

🍴 Kitchen Table Day
Maggie’s Centre
Free, 9am - 11pm

🔧 Pottery Evening Classes
with Linda Southwell
The Harley Gallery
£150, 7pm

♫ Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£3.50, 3pm

♫ Live Triple Bill (No.10)
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm - 11pm
🎥 1970s Hollywood
Broadway Cinema
£50 - £70, 2pm

♫ Underoath: Define The
Great Line + They’re Only
Chasing Safety Tour
Rock City
6.30pm
♫ Skinny Lister
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
👪 Restoration Ramble
Highfields Park
11am

♫ Japandroids
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm

🎨 Lake Enders - Art
Group for Adults with
Learning Difficulties
Lakeside Arts Centre
£50

📣 Richard Venables:
Author Visit
Hucknall Library
2pm

♫ Cosmic American
presents… Marah
The Maze
£16, 7.30pm

♫ Inside Opera, Britten’s
Albert Herring
Lakeside Arts Centre
£5, 2pm - 4pm

♫ Mark Lewandowski
Trio: The Fats Waller
Project
Bonington Theatre
£5 - £12, 8pm - 10.30pm

♫ YOWL
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
£3, 7.30pm - 11pm
♫ Scriptures
The Bodega

🍴 Kitchen Table Day
Maggie’s Centre
🎩 Nefarious Notts: The
Late Medieval Period
Nottinghamshire Archives
2.30pm - 4.30pm
🎩 Welcome to Friar Tucks
Medieval World
Nottingham Castle
£10, 7pm - 9pm
♫ Metal 2 The Masses Semi Final 1
The Maze
£5, 6.30pm
SATURDAY 6 MAY
♫ Giglio Armonico with
John Keys
St Mary’s Church
£5, 7:30pm - 9:30pm
♫ Qujaku (Japan) + Bad
Men + Twisted Swan
JT Soar
£5, 7.30pm - 11pm
😂 Live Comedy Stand-Up
Saturdays
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £14.50, 7pm

♫ 33/45 - Open Decks
Malt Cross
7pm

♫ Fiona Stein Association
Baresca
Free, 8pm

♫ Iron Maiden
Motorpoint Arena
£51.52 - £64.60, 6pm

♫ Opera North: Turandot
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall

🎭 Completathon
National Videogame Arcade
Free, 7pm - 11pm

♫ Bob Dylan and His Band
Motorpoint Arena
£61.60 - £84

♫ Ulysis Lima + 55 Deltic
JT Soar
£5, 7.30pm - 10.30pm

🎨 Vintage Finds
The Harley Gallery
£80, 10am

📖 Saturday Sessions:
Writing, Editing,
Performance and Style
Nonsuch Theatre
£25 - £85, 1pm - 4pm

♫ Black Spiders
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm

♫ Mission Creep
The Lion at Basford
9pm

🎥 Hidden Figures (PG)
Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7.30pm - 10pm

😂 Chris Ramsey: Is That
Chris Ramsey?
Nottingham Playhouse
£21, 8pm

♫ Create to Inspire
Rock City
6.30pm

🍴 Nottingham Viva!
Vegan Festival
Nottm Conference Centre
£3, 10am - 6pm

🎥 Star Wars Day
The Golden Fleece

😂 Henning Wehn:
Westphalia is Not
an Option
Nottingham Playhouse

😂 Live Comedy
Jongleurs Comedy Club
£16 - £23, 7pm
♫ Reet Hot Chili Peppers
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

🎭 The King is Back
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£27.50
♫ Inclusion Principle
Nottingham Contemporary
Free
♫ Michael Aston’s Gene
Loves Jezebel
The Doghouse
£12, 7pm - 2am
🎨 Nottingham Jewellery
School Official Launch
Day
Focus Gallery
£10, 10am
😂 Andrew Bird + Dan
Evans + Gerry K +
Compere Spiky Mike
David Lloyd Leisure - West
Bridgford
£11, 7pm
🏃 The I’m Not From
London Marafun
Forest Recreation Ground
£20, 11am
♫ Mista-Beat
The Lion at Basford
9pm
♫ The One Hundred
Rock City
6.30pm
♫ Fleetwood Bac
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
♫ Tankus The Henge +
Hallouminati + The Boom
+DJs
The Maze
£6 - £8, 8pm
🎩 Peace Party
National Justice Museum
Free
9pm

♫ DJ Set from Rich
Hampson and Timm Sure
(Coyote)
Baresca
Free, 8pm
leftlion.co.uk/issue89
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SUNDAY 7 MAY

WEDNESDAY 10 MAY

THURSDAY 11 MAY

SATURDAY 13 MAY

SATURDAY 13 MAY

SUNDAY 14 MAY

⚽ Forest v Ipswich
The City Ground
12pm

♫ Cattle & Cane
The Bodega

♫ DJ Format and Abdominal
Rescue Rooms
7.30pm

📣 An Evening with
Ghada Karmi, Discussing
Palestine
Five Leaves Bookshop
£4 - £6, 7pm - 8.30pm

🌅 Go Tri Aquathlon
Colwick Country Park
1pm - 3.30pm

😂 Some People V
Reginald D.Hunter
Nottingham Playhouse
£24, 8pm

🎥 The Art of Resistance
(Kurdish Film Series)
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 12pm - 8pm
🍴 Gino’s Italian
Escape Live
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£27.50
🎨 Family Paint and Skate
Motorpoint Arena
Nottingham
£6.50, 2.30pm - 5pm
♫ Future Sound of
Nottingham Final
Rock City
6pm
♫ King King
Rescue Rooms
7pm
♫ Irish Trad Session
Malt Cross
Free, 4pm - 7pm
MONDAY 8 MAY
🏃 Breakin’ Convention On
The Third Stage
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£5
🎥 Teenagers +
Space Invaders
Broadway Cafe Bar
£25 - £35, 7pm

🎥 1970s Hollywood
Broadway Cinema
£50 - £70, 2pm
🎥 Beginning
Screenwriting
Broadway Cafe Bar
£100 - £130, 6.30pm
🎥 Shamim Sarif + The
World Unseen
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4 - £5, 5.15pm
🔧 Pottery Evening Classes
with Linda Southwell
The Harley Gallery
£150, 7pm
🎨 Young Creative
Awards 2017
Nottingham Playhouse
Free, 5.30pm
👪 Lake Enders: Art Group
for Adults with Learning
Difficulties
Lakeside Arts Centre
£50
🎤 Crosswords: Spoken
Word Open Mic
Malt Cross
Free
♫ The Undercover Hippy
Album Release Tour +
Unknown Era
The Maze
£7 - £10, 7.30pm
THURSDAY 11 MAY

📖 Book Club: Illuminae
The Johnson Arms
Free, 8.15pm

📣 Blues on Planet Mars
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm - 8pm

♫ William McCarthy
Rescue Rooms
7.30pm

📖 The Short of It: Short
Story Writing Portfolio
with Victoria Villasenor
Waterstones
£100 - £110, 1pm - 3pm

♫ Andrew Combs +
Paul Cauthen
The Maze
£12
TUESDAY 9 MAY
🎭 Pinocchio: Jasmin
Vardimon Company
Nottingham Playhouse
£12 - £18, 8pm
🍺 Bottle Share Tasting
Castle Rock Brewery
£20, 7pm
🎭 These Are The Moments
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£10 - £12, 7.30pm
♫ Kishi Bashi
The Bodega
♫ The Music Gang
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
WEDNESDAY 10 MAY
💻 Geekzilla
National Videogame Arcade
6.30pm - 11pm
📣 Bob Crow: A Political
Biography, with Gregor Gall
Five Leaves Bookshop
£4, 7pm - 8.30pm
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📖 Shoestring Book
Launches with Neil
Fulwood, Renee Parker
and Robert Etty
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 7pm - 8.30pm
📣 Legal Advice Centre
Breakfast Seminar Employment Law
NTU
8am - 10.30am
♫ Steve Hackett:
Genesis Revisited with
Classic Hackett
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£27.50 - £29.50
🎥 Obsession
Broadway Cafe Bar
£12 - £14, 7pm
🎥 Talk Cinema
Broadway Cafe Bar
£40 - £60, 7.30pm - 9pm
👪 Professor Brian
Cox Live
Motorpoint Arena
Nottingham
£33.60 - £44.80
😂 Matt Forde: It’s My
Political Party (And I’ll Cry
if I Want To)
The Glee Club
£15

🎩 History Talk: The
Rufford Poachers Scandal
Rufford Country Park
2pm - 3.30pm
📣 Cuneiform! The World’s
Most Horrible Writing
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free, 1pm

♫ Howie Payne & The
Band of The Sun
The Bodega
♫ Sunset Nebula
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm

♫ Hey Colossus + Grey
Hairs + Newts
The Maze
£7, 8pm

♫ DJ Set from Wrighty
(Soul Buggin)
Baresca
Free, 8pm

🎭 National Theatre Live:
Obsession
Savoy Cinema
7pm

♫ Imelda May
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£25 - £99

FRIDAY 12 MAY
♫ Scarlet’s Wake
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
7.30pm - 11pm
♫ Surreal Panther
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am
♫ Short Weekends
The Bodega
♫ Schmörgan
Baresca
Free, 8pm
😂 Sean Lock - Keep It Light
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£23
🎨 Stone Set Rings with
Laura Baxter
The Harley Gallery
£160, 10am - 4pm
♫ Cause and Affect
Stealth
♫ My Vitriol
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
♫ UK SUBS + The
Reverends + Noose
The Maze
£12, 8pm
SATURDAY 13 MAY
🎭 Out of this World
Nottingham Playhouse
£12 - £18, 8pm
♫ Forgotten Remains +
Cryptic Shift + Conspired
Against + Violated Flesh
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£5, 8pm - 11.30pm
♫ Mortallica
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am
🎨 Crafternoon: Trinket
Treasure Bracelet
Debbie Bryan
£25-£30, 11am - 4.30pm
📣 Nottingham’s First
Radical Bookfair
Nott’m Mechanics Institute
Free, 11am - 4.30pm
📣 The Social and Political
Context of The Pentrich
Rising, with Professor
John Belchem
Nott’m Mechanics Institute
Free, 2pm - 4pm

🎥 Der Rosenkavalier
(R. Strauss)
Broadway Cafe Bar
£13 - £20, 5.30pm
🎨 Wax Carving Workshop
with Loree Bologna
Focus Gallery
£150, 11am
🎨 Stone Set Rings with
Laura Baxter
The Harley Gallery
£160, 10am - 4pm
♫ He Is Legend
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm

🎨 Art Into Words: Using
Exhibitions to Inspire New
Lakeside Arts Centre
£25 - £30, 10am - 1pm
🔧 Bath Bomb Making
W.Black Acres Soap Pantry
Malt Cross

🌅 Wild Food Walk
Bulwell Hall Park
1pm

♫ Roots Dub Reggae Night
The Maze
£7 - £10, 9.30pm

🎨 Mono Screenprints
Lakeside Arts Centre
£50 - £55, 10am - 4pm

SUNDAY 14 MAY
🏬 Primary Gardens Market
Primary
Free
📣 The Pentrich Revolution
Bicentenary – Nott’m Walk
The Left Lion
Free, 10am - 11.30am
📣 Acid Drops – A History
of LSD in Britian, with
Andy Roberts
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 4.15pm - 5.45pm
📣 The Autonomous
City – A History of Urban
Squatting, with Alexander
Vasudevan
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 6.15pm - 7.45pm

🎭 Out Of This World
Nottingham Playhouse
8pm

📖 Book Launch – God
Save the Teen, with
Andrew Graves
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 8pm - 9.30pm

🎭 O NO!
Nottingham Playhouse
£10 - £12, 8pm

🎭 This Is How We Do It!
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£8.50 - £35, 2.30pm

👪 Spring Bird Explorer
Sherwood Forest Country
Park
8am - 11am

👪 Lou Lou’s Vintage Fair
The Albert Hall
£2, 10am

🎩 Living History Weekend
Sherwood Forest Country
Park
11am - 4pm
🍴 Wild Food Walk
Martin’s Pond
1pm

👒 Lou Lou’s Vintage Fair
The Albert Hall
10am - 4pm

♫ Gnarwolves
The Bodega
♫ Procol Harum 1967-2017
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£24.50 - £55
🎥 Der Rosenkavalier
(R. Strauss)
Broadway Cafe Bar
£13 - £20, 12pm - 1pm

🎨 Hook A Rug
Lakeside Arts Centre
£40 - £50
🔧 Storytelling Through
Objects
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free, 2pm
♫ Crosslight + Pray For
Hayden + Counterpoint +
Afterburn
The Maze
£3, 6.30pm
MONDAY 15 MAY
🎨 Afternoon Tea: Six
Week Slip Casting Course
The Harley Gallery
£120, 2pm - 4pm
🎥 One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest
Savoy Cinema
£4.75 - £6.50, 8.15pm 10.30pm
🎥 Teenagers + Space
Invaders
Broadway Cafe Bar
£25 - £35, 7pm
😂 Jon Gomm and Pat
Cunningham
The Glee Club
£15, 7.30pm
♫ Meursault + Lush Purr
+ Just Blankets, Keto
JT Soar
£5, 7.30pm - 10.30pm
♫ Misfires + The Tangents
+ Idolising Nova
The Maze
£6, 7pm

What’s on in Nottingham? For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
TUESDAY 16 MAY

THURSDAY 18 MAY

SATURDAY 20 MAY

SUNDAY 21 MAY

👪 TARDIS Social
The Stage
Free, 8.15pm - 10.30pm
Free

♫ Floyd In The Flesh
The Greyhound, Beeston
£8 - £10, 8pm - 11.45pm

🎭 This Is How We Do It!
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£8.50 - £35, 7.30pm

♫ Moscow Philharmonic
Orchestra
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£7.50 - £34.50

♫ Angel Olsen
Rock City

♫ DirtyFilthySexy
Presents Saved By The 90s
Spanky Van Dykes
£4 - £6, 9pm - 2am

💻 Retro Computing Night
Nottingham Hackspace

♫ Rock Bottom - UFO
Tribute
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

♫ Thee Oh Sees
Rock City

♫ Live Jazz: The Big Easy
West Bridgford Libray
7.30pm - 9.30pm

♫ Melting Pot Festival
New Art Exchange
Free, 12pm - 5pm

♫ Quatuor Voce
Lakeside Arts Centre
£8 - £16.50, 7.30pm

♫ Nearstock
The Royal Oak
£8 - £8, 2pm - 11pm

📣 Lunchtime Talk:
Fashion and the British
Empire in India
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free, 1pm - 2.30pm

♫ DJ Set from Ossie
Baresca
Free, 8pm

♫ Japanese House
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
👣 Ana Morales Flamenco
Company: Reunion
Lakeside Arts Centre
£12 - £17
£17, 7.30pm

words: Gav Squires

Last year, the international festival
Pint of Science came to Nottingham
for the first time. This year, it's coming
back even bigger and better, with an
additional emphasis on combining art
and science. We sat down with one of
the speakers, Maria Toledo-Rodriguez,
to get the lowdown.
2016 saw 36 talks held in four venues over three nights.
This year, returning venues Rough Trade and Canalhouse
are joined by Purecraft, Bunkers Hill and Nottingham
Contemporary for a total of 45 talks and three panel
discussions, beginning on Monday 15 May and culminating
in The Grand Exhibition of science and art on Thursday 18
May. Oo-er.
Maria Toledo-Rodriguez, an assistant professor at the
University of Nottingham, is talking about how exercise
can improve your mood, your memory and keep your
brain sharp in old age, on Tuesday 16 May at Canalhouse.
We should all be aiming to do thirty minutes of aerobic
exercise, five times a week. Maria advises, “Make exercise
part of your weekly routine and try different exercises until
you find the one that works for you.” Be careful though as,
“studies have shown that too much exercise is worse for
your brain than no exercise at all.”
If you can, “exercise before the work day, as it makes
you more resilient to daily stresses and increases your
concentration. Do not lose the benefits of exercise by not
sleeping enough – you need to let the good chemicals
released by exercise do their work during your ‘off time’,”
recommends Maria.
Maria is looking forward to the opportunity to share her
work with the general public, especially scientifically
proven facts on how to improve well-being. “To benefit from
exercise, you don’t need to spend a penny and it only has
positive side effects. Not every pill your doctor prescribes
you will make you fit and slim.” She adds: “I believe today
it’s more crucial than ever for the public to learn about
scientifically proven truths as we live in a word inundated
with fake-news and ‘pseudo-truths’.”
Maria is most looking forward to Hey Siri, Google “Where’s
my personal data?” on Wednesday 17 May, at Purecraft.
There will also be opportunities to learn about plant fossils,
addiction, making antibiotics using scorpion venom,
sustainable chemistry, black hole collisions and even lonely
snails looking for love.
New this year are three panels being held at Nottingham
Contemporary featuring both artists and scientists, which
will discuss the similarities and feature collaborations
between the two field. The grand finale, The Grand
Exhibition, will be a celebration of everything art and
science. Showcasing the fabulous Creative Reactions
artwork, there’ll be exciting performances, talks and even a
few extra surprises.
Pint of Science runs from Monday 15 - Thursday 18 May.
pintofscience.co.uk

♫ Mishka Shubaly and
Glenn Wool
The Maze
£10, 7.30pm
£10
WEDNESDAY 17 MAY
♫ Six Feet Tall, Cemetery
of Splendour, Underdark,
Beast As God
Stuck On A Name
Recording Studio
£3, 7pm - 10pm
♫ Tom Walker
The Bodega
👣 BRB Company Class
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£10
♫ The Vamps
Motorpoint Arena
Nottingham
£14 - £55.44
♫ The Big Easy
Southwell Library
£8 - £10
♫ Giovanni Guidi Trio
Djanogly Theatre
£11 - £16.50, 7.30pm
♫ The Swines
Rock City
6pm
♫ Music of the Fairest Isle
- Villiers Quartet
Nottingham High School
7.30pm
👪 The Dormouse Project
St Leonards Church
Community Centre
7.30pm
🎥 No Country For Old Men
Malt Cross
Free, 7pm
♫ Poppy and Pint 6th
Birthday Party
The Poppy and Pint
THURSDAY 18 MAY
♫ Natives
The Bodega
🎥 Talk Cinema
Broadway Cafe Bar
£40 - £60, 7.30pm - 9pm
♫ The Big Easy
West Bridgford Library
£8 - £10, 7.30pm
😂 Omid Djalili
Royal Concert Hall
£24, 8pm

🎤 D.I.Y Poets
The Maze
£3, 7.30pm

♫ Punk It Up!
Rough Trade Nottingham
Free, 7pm

🍴 Strat18th Birthday
The Stratford Haven
Free

🎭 Funky Songs From The
Musical Balloon Band
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£7

🎥 Who’s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?
Savoy Cinema
7pm

♫ Paul Rodgers
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£55 - £86

FRIDAY 19 MAY
♫ Almost Easy
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am
♫ Half-Arsed Fest!
The Old Salutation Inn
£8, 7.30pm - 1am
♫ George Gadd
The Bodega
♫ Ajay Henry Band
Baresca
Free, 8pm
♫ The Waves with Josh
Gregg & Jake Twell
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm
♫ Ezio + Harriet + The
White Lines
The Doghouse
£13.75, 7.30pm
🎭 Megaran
National Videogame Arcade
6pm - 9pm
😂 Reverend Obadiah
Steppenwolfe III + Ron
Vaudry + George Zach +
Matt Price
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £20, 7pm
♫ P Money, Ogz + Footsie
Stealth
🍴 Gin Tasting
The Sir John Borlase Warren
📣 Community Library:
Anxiety Management
Stapleford Library
♫ DaveTheDrummer +
Dave Skywalker
The Maze
£8 - £10, 9pm

😂 Reverend Obadiah
Steppenwolfe III + Ron
Vaudry + George Zach +
Matt Price
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £20, 7pm
♫ Sheer Attack +
Bloody Head + We Wild
Blood + Slumb Party
Black Iris Brewery
Free, 8pm
😂 Ross Noble
Just The Tonic
♫ Harken
Rock City
6pm
♫ The Clone Roses
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
🎭 Neverland
Nottingham Playhouse
£7 - £8.50, 7.15pm
🌅 Archaeology of the
Birklands
Sherwood Forest Country
Park / 2pm - 4pm
👣 Dancing Through Time
Lakeside Arts Centre
£3 - £6, 1pm
🎥 Movies at the Museum
Lakeside Arts Centre
£3 - £5, 6pm
♫ Tampolene
The Maze
£5, 7pm

♫ The Nottingham Jazz
Orchestra presents: The
Best Of British
The Ukrainian Centre
£8, 7.15pm
😂 Jeff Dunham
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£35
🎨 Raised Embroidery
with Sarah Perry
The Harley Gallery
♫ John Hardy
The Johnson Arms
Free, 8pm
♫ Wheatus
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
😂 Brian Conley: The
Greatest Entertainer (In
His Price Range)
Nottingham Playhouse
£23.50, 7.30pm
♫ Russian Masterworks Villiers Quartet
Nottingham High School
3pm - 4pm
🔧 Letterpress
Malt Cross
MONDAY 22 MAY
♫ Laetitia Sadier & The
Source Ensemble
The Bodega
♫ Jeff Rosenstock Live
Rough Trade Nottingham
£9, 7pm - 11pm
🎥 Teenagers + Space
Invaders
Broadway Cafe Bar
£25 - £35, 7pm
♫ Darrel Higham
Rock City
7.30pm
♫ Whiskey Myers
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
TUESDAY 23 MAY
♫ The Rifles
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
♫ Whitney Rose Band
The Maze
£11, 7.30pm
WEDNESDAY 24 MAY
📖 James Joyce Reading
Group
Malt Cross
Free, 7pm - 8.30pm
📣 The Wisdom of
Frugality – Why Less is
More, More or Less, with
Emrys Westacott
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 7pm - 8.30pm

SUNDAY 21 MAY

🎥 Videodrome (1983)
Nottingham Contemporary
£5 - £20, 6.30pm

♫ Akua Naru
Saltbox
£10, 6pm

♫ Ryley Walker
Rescue Rooms
7.30pm

♫ Villiers Quartet ‘Russian
Masterworks’
Nottingham High School
£7 - £10, 3pm - 4.30pm

♫ Babe Punch + Webbo &
The Soft Boys + Idle Nova
+ Plaster of Paris + Erica
Hardy Fry
The Maze
£5, 6.30pm

♫ Luke Sital-Singh
The Bodega
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WEDNESDAY 24 MAY

FRIDAY 26 MAY

SUNDAY 28 MAY

🏫 Enabling Innovation:
Strategic Digital Marketing
Vision West Notts College
Free, 9am - 4pm

♫ Simple Minds Acoustic
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£36 - £99

♫ Bank Holiday Brutality
The Navigation Inn
£5, 4.30pm - 11.30pm

THURSDAY 25 MAY
♫ Solstice
Bonington Theatre
£5 - £12, 8pm - 10.30pm
♫ Nightfish!
The Southbank Bar
Free, 9pm
📣 Discussing Meridian
by Alice Walker
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 7pm - 8.30pm
♫ Wovoka Gentle
The Bodega
📣 Sally Morgan
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£24
🎥 Talk Cinema
Broadway Cafe Bar
£40 - £60, 7.30pm - 9pm
♫ Those Pretty Wrongs –
Jody Stephens (Big Star)
and Luther Russell
The Maze
£12, 7.30pm

FRIDAY 26 MAY
♫ Metal Gods
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am
♫ bUTTONpUSHER
JT Soar
£5, 7.30pm - 11pm
♫ Issaka ‘Take Me Away’
Malt Cross
Free, 7pm - 11.45pm
😂 NCF Comedy Night
Springfield Hall
£8 - £10, 8pm - 10.30pm

😂 Al Porter + Ben Norris
+ John Lynn
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £20, 7pm
♫ Artful Dodger
Stealth
10pm
♫ Declan McKenna
Rescue Rooms
6.30pm
♫ Friday Night Disco
The Embankment
6pm
👪 If Old Trees Could Talk
Sherwood Forest Park
7pm - 9.30pm
♫ Jasmin Issaka
Malt Cross
Free, 7.30pm
♫ Metal 2 The Masses Semi Final 2
The Maze
£4 - £5, 6.30pm
SATURDAY 27 MAY
♫ Motorkill
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am
♫ Lisa Mitchell
The Bodega
♫ André Bonsor
Baresca
Free, 8pm
😂 Al Porter + Ben Norris
+ John Lynn + Paul Thorne
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £20, 7pm
♫ Vulgarians
Rock City
6.30pm

♫ Judas
The Bodega

🎭 Spring Reign
Nottingham Playhouse
£12 - £13.79, 7.30pm

♫ Rikki Thomas-Martinez
Baresca
Free, 8pm

👪 The Housekeepers’ Tour
Rufford Country Park
3pm

♫ Wigflex
Rough Trade
Free, 5pm - 10pm

🔧 Jewellery Making
Malt Cross

♫ Rooftop Summer Party
Mimm Clothing Shop
2pm
♫ Dot To Dot 2017
Bodega, Stealth, Rock City
♫ Bank Holiday Boogaloo
Baresca
Free, 6pm
♫ Bollocks To Brexit Tour!
The Maze
£9, 8pm
MONDAY 29 MAY
🎥 Teenagers + Space
Invaders
Broadway Cafe Bar
£25 - £35, 7pm
♫ Stephen Devassy and
Solid Band
The Glee Club
£24 - £42, 5.30pm
🎭 The Building Dance Show
Lakeside Arts Centre / £8.50
♫ Last Hounds
The Maze
£6 - £7, 7pm
TUESDAY 30 MAY
🔧 Hackspace 2.5 Work
Nottingham Hackspace
♫ Alvarez Kings and
Future Thieves
The Bodega
♫ Fat Freddy’s Drop
Rock City
6.30pm
♫ Malevolence + No
Zodiac + Revulsion + Built
Upon Hatred
The Maze
£10, 7.30pm
WEDNESDAY 31 MAY
♫ Louise Distras Band
Foremans Bar
£6 - £7, 7pm - 10.30pm
🎥 1970s Hollywood
Broadway Cinema
£50 - £70, 2pm
🎥 Born In Flames (1983)
Nottingham Contemporary
£5 - £20

#NTUDEGREESHOW COMPETITION
In Nottingham, we’re dead lucky to have
so many talented boggers in the world of
art and design. And, in June, Nottingham
Trent University play host to one of the
UK’s biggest celebrations of work from
final-year students of such creative calibre;
one week, 1,200 artists, and a whole lot of
sensory fodder. Previous NTU Degree Show
exhibitions have blown our bleddy socks
off, and we’re proper excited to see what
2017 brings.
That’s why we’re whacking on a
competition that’ll see you lot snapping
your favourite piece, hashtagging it up,
and being entered in for the chance to
win £100 worth of Broadway and Rough
Trade vouchers.
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All you need to do is take a photo of a
degree-show artwork of your choosing,
upload it to either Instagram or Twitter,
and include the message “My favourite
piece in the #NTUDegreeShow
#Nottingham”.
In the post, tag us @LeftLion on Twitter, or
@leftlionmagazine on Instagram, then sit
back and get ready for the barrage of prizebased goods to come. See you on the other
side, fine entrant.
NTU Degree Show, Saturday 3 – Saturday 10
June 2017, NTU City Campus.
ntu.ac.uk

For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT
🎨  Project Lab: Colour and
Shape in Still Life
and Cermaics
Nottingham Castle
Free, Fri 14 Apr - Wed 3 May
🎨  Nine Painters, Curated
by Richard Davey
Syson Gallery
Free, Fri 14 Apr - Sat 6 May
👪  Connected 10
Patchings Art Centre
Free, Fri 14 Apr - Sun 7 May
🎨  You’re Gonna Need A
Bigger Boat
Bonington Gallery
Free, 10am - 5pm
Fri 14 Apr - Fri 19 May
🎨  Call for Entries: The
Harley Open Exhibition
The Harley Gallery
£10 - £20
Fri 14 Apr - Sun 21 May
🎨  Creative Crafts
Stapleford Library
Free
Wed 19 Apr - Wed 17 May
👪  Family Crafts and
Outdoor Learning
Arnot Hill Park
Free
Thu 20 Apr - Thu 25 May
📷  Community Learning:
Introduction to Photography
Arnold Library
Fri 21 Apr - Fri 26 May
🎨  Hucknall Arts
Society Exhibition
Eastwood Library / Free
9am - 5pm
Mon 24 Apr - Mon 22 May

🍴  Fox and Crown Beer
Festival
The Fox & Crown
Free, Fri 28 Apr - Mon 1 May

🎨  Hidden From View
The Harley Gallery
Free, 11am - 4pm
Mon 1 May - Sat 30 Sep

🎨  Winifred Nicholson:
Liberation of Colour
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free, Mon 1 May - Sun 4 Jun

🔧  Tell Your Own Story
with Maxine Linnell
Writing School East Mids
£96 - £108 , 10am - 12pm
Tue 2 May - Tue 13 Jun

🎨  Open Studios Notts
Exhibition
Arnold Library
Mon 1 May - Mon 5 Jun
🎨  Serendipity by Matthew
Bentley-Walls
West Bridgford Library
Free, Mon 1 May - Tue 6 Jun
🎨  First Rain: Warli
Paintings
The Harley Gallery
Free, 10am - 5pm
Mon 1 May - Sun 11 Jun
🎨  Keith Piper: Unearthing
the Banker’s Bones
New Art Exchange
Mon 1 May - Sun 11 Jun
🔧  Novel Writing Workshop
with Rod Duncan
Writing East Midlands
£128 - £144 , 7pm - 9pm
Mon 1 May - Tue 20 Jun
🎨  Threads of Empire: Rule
and Resistance in Colonial
India, c.1740-1840
Weston Gallery
Mon 1 May - Sun 20 Aug
🔧  Demystifying the DSLR
Broadway Cinema
£75 - £90 , 10am - 4.30am
Mon 1 May - Fri 22 Sep

📖  11th Annual Masked
Mega Charity Booksale
ExLibris the Masked
Booksellers
10am - 6pm
Fri 5 May - Sun 7 May
👣  Gedling Ballet School
Show 2017
Nottingham Playhouse
£13.26 , 7pm
Sat 6 May - Sun 7 May
💻  Nottinghack Refresh
Nottingham Hackspace
Sat 6 May - Sun 7 May
👣  Breakin’ Convention
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£7.50 - £12.50
Tue 9 May - Wed 10 May
🎭  The Wedding Singer
Theatre Royal
£13 - £39.50
Tue 9 May - Sat 13 May
🎭  Blue Stockings
Lakeside Arts Centre
£6 - £10, 7.30pm
Tue 9 May - Sat 13 May
🎭  Out of this World
Nottingham Playhouse
£12 - £18, 8pm
Fri 12 May - Sat 13 May

😂  Peter Kay’s
Dance For Life
Motorpoint Arena
£31.92, 6.30pm
Fri 12 May - Sat 13 May
👪  Writing for Healing
and Wellbeing
West Bridgford Library
Fri 12 May - Tue 30 May
♫ Vocals!
Aspley Lane
2pm - 5pm
Sat 13 May - Sun 14 May
🔧  Vocals!
Bluecoat Academy
£10 - £15, 2pm - 5pm
Sat 13 May - Sun 21 May
🍴  Celebrating USA
Craft Beer Week With
Sierra Nevada
The Embankment
Mon 15 May - Sun 21 May
👪  Paediatric First Aid
West Bridgford Library
Mon 15 May - Mon 29 May
👣  Birmingham
Royal Ballet
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£15.50 - £28.50
Tue 16 May - Wed 17 May
🎭  Rent: The Musical
Nottingham Playhouse
£13.50 - £33.50, 7.45pm
Tue 16 May - Sat 20 May
😂  Jasper Carrott’s Stand
Up and Rock
Theatre Royal
£25 - £30
Thu 18 May - Fri 19 May

🎭  Love and Information
Nottingham Playhouse
£6
Thu 18 May - Fri 19 May
🎭  Room on the Broom
Theatre Royal
£10 - £12
Fri 19 May - Sun 21 May
♫ Venus
Secret Countryside Location
£15 - £20 , 8pm - 2am
Sat 20 May - Sun 21 May
🎭  Smashzilla 6
National Videogame Arcade
9am
Sat 20 May - Sun 21 May
🎨  Lady Bay Arts Festival
Lady Bay
£3 , 11am - 5pm
Sat 20 May - Sun 21 May
🎨  Whee! Puppets and
Masks
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free
Sat 20 May - Sun 2 Jul
🎭  Shirley Valentine
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£14 - £29.50
Mon 22 May - Sat 27 May
🎭  The Perfect Murder
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm
Mon 22 May - Sat 27 May

🎭  Pixelheads:
Devcamp Python
National Videogame Arcade
10am - 4pm
Mon 29 May - Fri 2 Jun
🎭  Whee! Festival:
Architects of air
Lakeside Arts Centre
£4, 11am
Mon 29 May - Sun 4 Jun
🎨  Spray Paint Stories
New Art Exchange
Free, 10.30am - 12.30pm
Tue 30 May - Fri 2 Jun
🎨  Summer Murals
New Art Exchange
Free, 2pm - 4pm
Tue 30 May - Fri 2 Jun
🎭  Little Shop of Horrors
Bonington Theatre
£10 - £12 , 7pm - 10pm
Wed 31 May - Sat 3 Jun
🎨  Nottingham Fine Art
Open Exhibition
Nottingham Society
Of Artists
Free, 10am - 5pm
Wed 31 May - Sun 4 Jun
🍺 Beer Festival: 40 year
Anniversary of Castle
Rock Brewery
Vat and Fiddle
£11 - £22, 11am - 11pm
Wed 31 May - Sat 3 June

🎭  East is East
Nottingham Playhouse
£8 - £32 , 7.45pm
Thu 25 May - Sat 10 Jun

NUSIC’S FUTURE SOUND OF NOTTINGHAM

words: Sam Nahirny

Every year Nusic whack on a showcase of the best upcoming talent in our fair city. That’s right, it’s time for the
Future Sound of Nottingham Final. 2017 sees the grand event take place at Rock City, the judges are all top
music heads, and it’s free to come down and see. Drumroll, please. Here are this year’s finalists...
Hashtagobi

Brotherhood

Consisting of brothers Ant
and Matt, Brotherhood
must have the supercatchy-song gene running
in their family. Between
‘em, they write songs that
you’ll be humming for days.
Their FSN entry, Winner,
(that’s the song title, not
a biased reference) is a
proper uplifting, sunny-pop
jam; the kind that’ll be belted back to them on that Rock
City stage. Especially considering they broke the record for
the highest amount of verified votes in the semi-final stage.

Delivering everything
that makes an awesome
indie band, One Giant
Causeway made their
way into FSN via County
Youth Arts’ Bandemonium.
After bossing that, they
smashed the public vote in
the semi-finals, and now
see themselves looking
forward to playing on that
revered stage. Bringing with them an arsenal of pure indierock gems, they’ll have you going crazy to some of the riffs.
Are you ready?

Roe Green

The DandyLions

Kelsey Shaw

Quirky, bizarre, and bloody
brilliant. Hashtagobi takes
the best parts of pop, hip
hop and electronic music,
sprinkles some rock on
top, and ends up with a
sweet cocktail of eclectic
awesomeness. He makes
the most of the beats,
throwing hilarious wordplay
on top; some of which is
rather naughty. He’s got more energy than a six-year old
who’s necked a double espresso, and has mentioned that
he wants to stagedive quite a lot. Could this be his time?

An incredibly unique and
delicate sound. Using a
slice of heavy reverb to
create super distinctive
music, there have been
moments that Roe Green’s
alt-pop has given us
fairground vibes, as well
as sitting-on-a-chillymountain vibes. His catchy
melodies need a mention
too, cos this fella could sing the Yellow Pages (if that’s still
a thing) and make it sound like a hit. He has a relatively
minimal setup lined up for the final. Folks will swoon.

Bringing to the showcase
some of the finest glam
rock that you ever did
see, The DandyLions are
pros at the big-haired,
big-chorus game. Guitar
solo aplenty, insanely
catchy singalongs, plus
some uplifting lyrics,
they’re everything you
miss about glam rock.
We’re told they have plenty of new songs to showcase, and
if their set is anything like their FSN entry Legendary Force,
we expect you lot to be going nuts in the crowd.

One Giant Causeway

With just her guitar, Kelsey
stunned the crowd and
judges at Noise from the
Next Generation, the
event that won her semifinal entry to FSN. After
rallying up the highest
ever number of verified
votes for a solo artist,
she’s ready to stun you
lot with a voice that’s
powerful, haunting, delicate and resonant, all in the same
breath. Paired with the beautiful melodies she’s crafted, it’s
something really special. Maybe bring a friend to hug.
#FSN2017 Final, Rock City, Sunday 7 May, 6pm, free.
nusic.org.uk
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Rather listen to the tunes on this page than read about ‘em?
Wrap your tabs round our dedicated music podcast, Sound
Of The Lion. If you want from Notts and have tunes that are
begging to be reviewed, hit up leftlion.co.uk/sendusmusic
Alice Short

Frantic Dreams, The Harshest Nightmares
EP (Self-released)
Alice Short is a mouthy sort. Equally
at home tossing out words at poetry
gatherings or spitting bars at open-mic
nights; on this fresh new EP, Short is very
much in rapping mode. With well-judged
samples – laid-back, jazzy, soulful loops
that do not overwhelm – think the oldschool vibe of a Madlib production. Much
like her use of music, Short is economical
with her lyrics. There’s nothing flashy
about her. Instead, she has perfected
the art of letting each line hang around
just long enough to hit home, before
punching out the next. The result is a
flow and rhyme that rolls with a rhythm
and momentum all of its own. This must
be the poet in her. Lyrically, Another Bad Night’s Sleep sees her anxiously laying in bed, “My
mind running wild trying to catch my dreams.” That anxiety seeps in to Cigarettes, “Maybe
the alcohol and cigarettes will help / Maybe not / Maybe I’m lost / Maybe I’m thinking too
much.” Patti Smith, a celebration of the power of creativity and its healing qualities, brings
salvation, “How could we regret anything that puts our heads to new heights / And pushed
the stress from that height.” However you try to pigeonhole her – writer, rapper, poet – on
Frantic Dreams, The Harshest Nightmares, Alice Short has proven once again that not only
is she a lyricist and performer of the highest quality, but she’s also one of Notts’ greatest
talents. Paul Klotschkow
aliceshort.bandcamp.com

Alec Bowman

Gone
Album (Self-released)

RADIO DJ CONTACTS, RECORD
DEAL ADVANCES, LEGAL ADVICE,
PLUS LOADS MORE.

English country music isn’t something that crosses my mind
much. I assumed it would be a pale imitation of the USA’s
southern states; something phoney and imitating. But Alec
Bowman’s new album, Gone, is absolutely authentic. There’s
definite influence from classical country songs that look at love,
loss and injustice, with less talk of pickup trucks and cowboy
boots. The singer-songwriter creates lyrics that are sad, real
and full of metaphor. Mixed with a soft hand on the guitar, some interjection of piano and
occasional, long, twang-like sounds from the harmonica, the music will leave the listener
feeling genuinely melancholic. The eight-track release, including stand-out tracks Out Of My
Head, Watercolour Storm and Every Seven Years, is a smooth adaptation of a predominantly
American genre of music; a subgenre of acoustic, indie and country, all rolled into one.
Elizabeth O’Riordan
alecbowman.bandcamp.com

Ben McElroy

Bird Stone
EP (White Label Records)

NUSIC.ORG.UK/ADVICE
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Ben McElroy’s newest EP is a masterclass in acoustic folk
tunes. His five-track record caters to the scene he’s set his
roots in over the last decade, perfectly embodying all that
rural-folk sets out to achieve. This collection, and the story it is
trying to tell, comes fully formed and expertly crafted; images
of British countryside practically drip from its warm, ambient
tone. McElroy’s expert – and painstaking – arrangement
of cello, viola and violin with guitar, voice, and even a little computer processing, sets his
collection in motion. The influence of a more traditional style of folk is clear, but his newest
release moves into more mellow territory. Plinth fans, be aware; this is right up your alley.
It’s clear he’s found, and stuck with, a sound that works, but the move away from all things
traditionally folk has given rise to an EP packed with even more character. Alex Keene
whitelabrecs.bandcamp.com

Brooders

Crimson General

Brooders
EP (Self-released)

Sinners EP
EP (Self-released)

Three-piece Brooders describe
their music as psych-grunge, and
it's an apt portrayal of the lovely,
lo-fi scuzziness on their debut
mini-album. Opener, Thrill Killer,
is more melodic than you'd expect
from angry young men, and is my
favourite of the tracks here. Say Your Prayers has that classic
quiet-bit-loud-bit-quiet-bit-loud-bit so beloved of classic grunge,
and definitely has some Soundgarden in it. Haze, released as
a single last year, is probably the best demonstration of their
sound, opening with a fuzzy garage-rock riff before exploding
into an angry, grungy chorus. Melancholy is them at their most
musically psychedelic with a spacey instrumental, and you'll
find yourself in the nineties with lyrics like “You're not in limbo
when your demons are free.” It’s an interestingly modern take
on grunge. Keep an eye on Brooders, they could well be the next
Crosa Rosa. Gav Squires
soundcloud.com/broodersband

After hearing the first song on
this EP I had to stop and think,
“What does this remind me of?”
The heavy guitar riffs, the slightly
disjointed singing; then it hit. The
introduction of first track Sinners
1 has the exact same vibe as The
Clash’s Should I Stay or Should I Go? These Notts-based brothers
are certainly creating an old-school rock feel with this five-track
release. Leaning heavily on drums, guitar and percussion, the
EP keeps to the classic tricks, no crazy editing or alterations,
just an inventive use of instruments and vocals. Fast and slow.
The songs, titled Sinners 1, Sinners 2, Withdrawal Symptoms,
The Ship and Looking Glass, mix hypnotic vibrations with heavy
guitar, creating fuzz and haze. Keeping it classic, the pair are still
finding their individual sound. Elizabeth O’Riordan
crimsongeneral.bandcamp.com

Fonzse

Gallery 47

Allocations Chapter I
Album (Timeline Provision)

Bad Production
EP (Bad Production Records)

Here we have a selection of
beautifully composed hip hop tracks
in which Fonzse forms his own
unique style, combining harmonic
and groundbreaking beats with
introspective and dynamic lyrics.
The whole record focuses on his
contemplations about life, and the profound topics that he talks
about create a deeper level of understanding about the world
we’re living in. The way he manages to intertwine his vocals and
instruments reinforces his immense talents; the fluctuating keys
of the guitar in Legacy give a soothing element that creates a
tranquil state, sending the mind to paradise while simultaneously
providing a voice full of sincerity and honesty. Standout tracks
for me are Lost, Learning (ft. El Cassa) and Legacy, but the whole
album is worth a listen. He produces music that educates at the
same time as wowing, with a level of prowess that only comes
with years of hard graft. Filsan Hirmoge
timelineprovision.bandcamp.com

One of the joys of being a Gallery
47 fan is that you never have any
idea where the next new release
is coming from. Just six months or
so after the release of third album
Clean comes Bad Production –
essentially an EP but, at twelve
tracks, it's as long as his most recent studio album. Following
in the footsteps of many an acoustic singer-songwriter, there's
plenty of concern about the modern world here. Opening track,
Lefty, talks of “zero-hours contracts on minimum wage”, while
the superb Political Differences and Adversity Breeds tackle
the negative perceptions many people have about the younger
generation and their approach to finding work. As ever, there's
lush guitar and gentle vocals, while the limited production
means there is a raw and honest quality to the songs. Intelligent,
beautifully arranged and heartfelt, this is yet another superb
collection from one of Nottingham's finest. Nick Parkhouse
gallery47.bandcamp.com

Jum

Various Artists

Jum
Album (David, I'm Really Tempted)

A Decade of Distortion
Double LP
(I’m Not From London Records)

Fresh from a tour of the north
with Benjamin Blue, Jum return
to Nottingham to release their
eponymous debut album. Featuring
members from other Nottingham
bands Plaids, The Blue Period and
Slumb Party, this has been six years
in the making. There's a garage-rock meets indie-slacker sound
that is given a claustrophobic feel by the ethereal vocals. For
example, Cut starts with a riff that wouldn't sound out of place on
a Pavement record, but as the guitar effects kick in and it speeds
up and slows down, it sounds like a mixture of Pink Floyd and
Radiohead soundtracking the first manned mission to Mars, with
the disembodied vocals hinting at the madness that one of the
crew will succumb to. The song Still threatens to simultaneously
fall apart and collapse in on itself, but is somehow kept together
by its own inertia. An exciting, different album. Gav Squires
jumband.bandcamp.com

Ed Sheeran - Shape Of You
(Shookz Bootleg)
Shookz takes the scalpel to the
ubiquitous chart botherer, giving him
a much-needed banging dancefloor
makeover on this free download.
Riff Bastard - May Day! May Day!
Doing exactly what they say on the tin.
Speaker-stack-shaking riffs and
grizzled vocals combine on
this heavy stoner-rock
jam.

Nottingham has a track record of
producing interesting labels. Some
of them have become international
successes (Earache) and others
have helped cement our local scene
(Hello Thor, Gringo). However, I’m
Not From London occupy a special place in the hearts of many,
including me, for what they’ve done over the years. This 23-track
anthology is a banger from start to finish. Some of it looks to the
past, with nostalgic appearances from the now-defunct likes
of Punish The Atom, The Smears, Captain Dangerous, Pilgrim
Fathers and Hot Japanese Girl. The rest of it looks to the present,
and hopefully future, with Kagoule, 94 Gunships, Francobollo,
Lowrie, Bru-C and more. This double LP was funded by donations
from a Kickstarter campaign and, as someone who contributed
25 notes to help make it happen, I’m delighted with my purchase.
Go and get yours, and help those lovable rogues shape the next
decade of Nottingham music, too. Jared Wilson
imnotfromlondon.com

Rob Green - Belief
The first in what will be a series of tracks
released throughout 2017 sees one of
Nottingham’s premier singers pleading
for strength over a bluesy stomp.
BIRTHRIGHTS - Onetime
Collab between fellow sound
adventurers Kirk Spencer and CJ Mirra
continues apace with this propulsive
spacey brain frazzler.
Young T & Bugsey ft.
Belly Squad - Gangland
Young Notts artists and CRS alumni
make it over 1million views as they
continue their takeover of the UK urban
scene. Recently signed to Sony, big
things are coming.

Chroma Bay - Gravitational
Breezy electro-pop that puts on its
smartest shoes to toe tap around pop
and r ‘n’ b.
Lone - From A Past Life
Woozy house track with head-twisting
samples, driven by some tropical,
percussive beats. Top work from the
world-beating Notts producer.
Huw Costin - State Trooper
Torn Sail man takes
Springsteen’s already
stripped-back classic and
takes it back even further
until it’s nothing more than a
haunted fever dream.
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Charlie and Bluebell Hill Boy

Provenance, New and
Collected Stories

The Forgotten and
the Fantastical

Contemplative and somewhat
nostalgic, David Belbin’s collection of
eighteen short stories, Provenance…,
offers a fleeting glimpse into the
everyday lives of ordinary people.
At first glance, each story appears
mundane, but dig a little deeper
and there is an enormous amount of emotional weight
to Belbin’s stories. Provenance showcases a range of
Belbin’s work, from his first published piece, Witchcraft,
to four previously unpublished stories. The subject
matter is diverse – exploring themes from friendship and
middle-age, to music and art fraud. The majority of the
stories’ protagonists are men who have reached, or are
fast approaching, middle age. As they reach this point in
their lives, they become increasingly aware of their own
disillusionment; of the naivety of their former selves. Yet
the echoes of past relationships, the niggling reminders of
what might have been, are notions that ring true for us all.
A thoughtful and emotive read. Helen Frear
shoestringpress.co.uk

In a time of social unrest, literature
tries, in varying levels of success,
to explicitly tackle these issues in a
true-to-life setting in order for us to
relate. Instead of creating a world
that mirrors our own in order to
rationalise it, The Forgotten and the
Fantastical takes us back to basics, and it works. Adult
fairy tales may be an acquired taste, but these magical
fables are undeniably satisfying. As with all Mother’s Milk
publications, The Forgotten and the Fantastical focuses on
issues of feminism and motherhood, concepts with vast
grey areas in today’s society. Like Grimm’s tales when we
were children, these tales are short, captivating ways of
showing us right from wrong, a refreshing prospect that
even adults need in these morally ambiguous times. On a
simpler level, these stories offer much enjoyment through
their mystical subjects, regardless of their important
message. I eagerly await the sequel. Stacey Wylie
mothersmilkbooks.com

Rojava in View

Miriam’s Farm

Graft

While the mainstream media fails
miserably as a fourth estate, the
Spokesman quietly holds all systems
of government accountable through
some thought provoking extracts and
articles. In terms of Brexit, Tony Simpson
suggests a Citizen’s Initiative is required
to safeguard people from being used
as ‘bargaining chips’ in negotiations, and offers up a draft
proposal to be put forward to the European Commission.
While foreign superpowers are bombing the shit out of Syria,
we learn of Salih Muslim Muhammad’s attempt to establish
a secular society in northern Syria based on social economic
gender equality. Here, Arabs, Syriacs and Kurdish people are
learning to live with each other, creating a social contract
born of shared values. And while Turkey moves from a
parliamentary to a presidential republic after a very dodgy
referendum, we are asked to remember the 130 journalists
and numerous politicians in prison for daring to challenge the
processes that have allowed the latest country to undergo an
authoritarian makeover. James Walker
spokesmanbooks.com

During the first decade of the 20th
century, D. H. Lawrence was a regular
visitor to Haggs Farm. “Clothed in
Virginia creeper and honeysuckle,”
the idyllic surroundings offered
temporary escape from his pit village
home in Eastwood. It was here
that he met Jessie Chambers who
would send off one of his poems to the English Review
and kickstart Lawrence’s career. The two got engaged, it
all went wrong, and then Jessie had a proper strop when
Lawrence depicted her as Miriam Leivers in Sons and
Lovers. This slim collection of essays and conversations is
a curt reminder that Haggs Farm is an integral part of our
literary heritage. But there’s one problem; despite being a
Grade II Listed Building, the farm has been left to rot, and
the Barber family, who bought it in 1916, have no interest
in preserving the Haggs as “a shrine to Lawrence.” Their
resentment is probably born out of the fact that Cissie
Barber drowned in Moorgreen reservoir aged six, and
Lawrence recreated the tragedy in Women in Love. Perhaps
City of Literature would like to intervene? James Walker
haggsfarm.wordpress.com

Fiction is always most effective when
it is used to hold up a mirror to the
real world. Published right here in
Notts, Matt Hill’s award nominated
novel Graft feels equal parts familiar
and alien, blending council houses
and the Happy Mondays with
sprawling sci-fi ghettos and threearmed ‘freak shows’. The story follows the lives of three
characters as they navigate a distorted post-apocalyptic
version of Manchester, each one finding themselves in the
wrong place at the wrong time and becoming entangled in
a web of human trafficking that spans several dimensions.
Cerebral and suspenseful, Graft tackles hefty themes of
ownership and exploitation without ever losing track of its
own distinct voice. Having said that, the story occasionally
wobbles under its own weight, with side-characters
becoming interchangeable, and ideas losing focus amidst
the noise. Overall this is a solid and enjoyable piece of
science fiction with an engaging premise and exciting
execution. LP Mills
angryrobotbooks.com

Colin Brett
£5, People’s Histreh

David Belbin
Shoestring Press, £2.99(kindle)

Writing in the voice of the people usually
leads to a rough but authentic read, and
nowhere is this more apparent than in
Colin Brett’s Two Biographical Sketches:
Charlie, and Bluebell Boy. This slim
volume is an easy-to-read glimpse into
a past world. Charlie, a fictionalised
biography of Colin’s grandfather, tells of
his life in Narrow Marsh before he enlisted in the First World
War and (no spoilers, honest) what happened before his death
at the Battle of Loos. Bluebell Boy tells the story of Colin’s life
as a child in St Ann’s in the forties. Both titles make the past
seem strange and different, and you soon realise how much
we have changed as a society. Beyond the historical details,
what is clear from the writing is Colin’s affection for his
family and our city. The collection is available at Five Leaves,
Waterstones and the Tourist Office. Sue Barsby
peopleshistreh.wordpress.com

Ed. Teika Bellamy
£8.99, Mother’s Milk Books

Edited by Clive Leivers
£8.50, Leen Editions

Ed Tony Simpson
£6, Spokesman

Matt Hill
£8.99, Angry Robot Books

So long, and thanks for all the fiction
In the early noughties, Nottingham was declared a ‘crap
town’ and was renamed Shottingham in the press after a
couple of shootings. LeftLion was created partly to address
these issues, and to point out that there was good stuff going on as well. I got
involved pretty early on, and have been the Literature Editor ever since.
During this period, Nottingham’s literary scene has helped transform the city. We
have a writer’s studio with over 200 members down in Hockley; have seen the
first city wide literature festival in forty years; an annual poetry festival, thanks to
Henry Normal; and we’ve become a UNESCO City of Literature. When bookshops
dropped below 1000, Ross Bradshaw opened up Five Leaves Bookshop.
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There’s plenty more to get excited about, but now that excitement needs to come
from someone a bit younger. So, I’m handing over the reins to Liam Mills. Please
pester the crap out of him, and invite him to your events. He’s hungry to learn.
There is no better way to navigate the city than through the minds of people.
When I walk through Nottingham I hear their poetry, see their stories, and smell
the sweat from their rebellions.
I’m leaving LeftLion because of Jermaine Jenas. On 6 April he did a documentary
on the BBC about the increase in knife crime in Nottingham. It would have been
a lot better (and less damaging) if it had been a documentary about Jermaine
Jenas going around stabbing people. But there you go. The more things change,
the more they stay the same. I can’t be arsed to fight anymore. I’m going home to
my garden to read in peace. Liam, get shouting. Your city needs you.
James Walker

Dolcino

You say potato, I say gelato

I wouldn’t last long in Italy. They’re just too damn good at all the things
you’re supposed to have sparingly: red wine, strong coffee, pasta, pizza.
Then there’s the myriad of desserts: cannoli, tiramisu and gelato. Sure,
“everything in moderation” is a nice idea, but I could only offer you a
deaf ear.

Francesco (jnr) kindly explained that gelato contains less fat than ice
cream. It’s churned more slowly too, which produces less aerated and
luxurious plumes of loveliness. Because of the lower fat content, you
can serve it at a warmer temperature, which is more pleasant as you
don’t get the dreaded brain-freeze.

My alternate plan is to stay alive and (sort of) well, right here in sunny
Nottingham, where you can enjoy many of the delights of Italy while
tucking into the latest copy of this here magazine. We’ve got great
pizza, loads of places for a decent coffee, and now – with the opening
of Dolcino on Beastmarket Hill – we can get some absolutely excellent
gelato, too.

There are loads of flavours to choose from. We sampled the vanilla,
the Snickers, the coconut, the lemon cheesecake, the hazelnut, and
the lemon sorbet. Don’t judge; there were a few of us on the sampling
team. All the tastes under the Dolcino roof are exceptionally good, full of
flavour and unbelievably moreish.

The interior is dotted with nods to Italy, including a sparkling black
Vespa and a turquoise colour theme throughout, inspired by the iconic
bicycle brand, Bianchi. Founded in Milan, it’s the world's oldest bicyclemaking company still in existence.
Tradition, respecting artisan methods, and generally keeping things
real is intrinsic to Dolcino. A truly family-run business, you only need to
go back a couple of generations to find the entrepreneurial Franscesco
(snr) working the streets of Rome in the fifties, blending the gelato
himself with simple, locally-sourced and seasonal ingredients; tenets
that still underpin the current business. I’m assured that – despite
Wikipedia stating the contrary – gelato is not Italian for ice cream and,
not wanting to argue with an Italian about Italian food, I asked what
the differences are.

Tough Mary’s Bakehouse
Immaculate conception

Derby Road’s had a bit of a spruce up, of late. The pavements have
received a good scrub, art galleries are popping up, and a shining haven
of sourdough-smelling goodness has appeared smack-bang in the
middle of it all.
Tough Mary’s Bakehouse stands out from the crowd. Named after
founder Kate’s long family history of tough women called Mary, the
bright yellow building calls out to the peckish and the parched alike.
Inside, Kate has created a small, yet perfectly formed haven of freshbread smells and real-wood tables. A picture frame holding the phrase
“Girls Are Strong” is given pride of place on the wall. I like it here.
The bakery is in full view of the customer. There are pillows of
fermenting dough in neat little blobs, twists of croissants laid out on
baking trays, and a generous dusting of flour about the place. Aside
from the usual sweet treats we’re all accustomed to, the bakery
whips up fresh focaccias with various toppings that change daily, and
homemade soup with a hunk of sourdough to quench any lunchtime
hunger pangs.

Bierkeller

‘Keller of an evening

Sundaes and gelato-topped waffles are also available if you’re looking
for a bigger dessert. We were also treated to a lovely coffee; beans
roasted on-site, of course. If you’ve never tried one, I urge you to sample
the affogato (£2.50); a double shot of espresso and a scoop of gelato in
the same tub. So. Good.
Head upstairs for awesome views across the Market Square in one
direction, and awesome views of the gelato being handmade in the
other. Or just take a couple of scoops in a tub, and go frolic in the
fountain. Weather permitting. Ash Dilks
Dolcino, 7 Beastmarket Hill, Nottingham, NG1 6FB
dolcino.co.uk

Next on the table was a pain au chocolat (£1.70). One of my dining
companions, who is not one to throw around hyperbole, nor compliment
for compliment’s sake, said this was – and I quote – “one of the
best croissants I’ve had outside of Paris.” Big. Cheese. The pastry
was buttery, almost cake-like in texture, and encased thick slabs of
chocolate in its mounds.
The pièce de résistance arrived in the form of a traditional Polish pastry
with a twist. The babka (£2.50) is a chocolate-infused pastry, usually
baked into a loaf. Our Kate has broken the mould, quite literally, and
crafted a mighty-fine looking cupcake out of the pastry. Inside, spirals of
hazelnut chocolate wound their way around soft, spongy pastry, before
fanning out underneath the glazed top of the bun. It was difficult to
share this bogger.
For a breakfast-y dessert, we were presented with a rhubarb and
custard doughnut (£2.20) with a distinct lemony twang to the dough,
and a creamy custard with sharp rhubarb chunks bursting from the
seams. A mighty fine finish. Lucy Manning

The counter is laden with the morning’s freshest goods, and it’s all too
much for my still-sluggish brain to handle, so I ask Kate to give me and
my editorial teammates a selection of her favourite breakfast bites. First
up, a classic cinnamon roll (£2.50) with just a splash of cardamom. The
attention to detail is strong, with the bun folded, layered, pulled and
twisted into a bun so beautiful, it’s almost a shame to bite into it. A
testament to the TLC that goes into baking these badgyals.

Tough Mary’s Bakehouse, 74 Derby Road, Nottingham, NG1 5FD

Picture this: rows of lads and lasses linking arms, all swaying from side
to side in sync, smashing their two-pint steins together, a chorus of
“Oompah, oompah, stick it up yer joompah!” booming throughout the
room. Sod a fancy restaurant. Now we’re talking.

Then there was the selection of bratwursts, also included; we went
for the straight-up original wurst, alongside a chilli option. Both came
served with skinny fries that were right on the nose. And, I tell you
what, that chilli wurst had a right kick to it – tasty bleddy stuff indeed.
The table was adorned with condiments aplenty, perfect for fussy
boggers who like their sausage just so.

“We’ll have a couple of bratwursts and beers,” we said. “It’ll be an early
one,” we said. Who knew that we’d be conga-lining around the room at
midnight, screaming along to Stacy’s Mom and doing the Cha Cha Slide
in unison. Christ.
Formerly Walkabout on Friar Lane, the recently opened Bierkeller spans
over three floors. When the LeftLion crew hit the gaff up for the launch
night, we had a grand time playing the free pool tables upstairs, and a
few weeks later, a ridiculous night out in the basement emerged as a
contender.

toughmarysbakehouse.co.uk

There were couples sat either side of us on the long, wooden table and,
for the first hour, we were all relatively reserved in our Friday evening
mission. But it wasn’t long before we were all stood up on the benches,
toasting messily and laughing our damn faces off. The entertainment for
the evening was second-to-none, perfect if you’re into no-holds-barred
cheesy shenanigans – think Blackpool crossed with Bavaria, and a bit of
Magaluf, and you’re on the right lines.

Strapped into our gold wristbands, we made our way downstairs,
where we were greeted by proper friendly and informative staff, dressed
in the traditional German getup, of course. A shot of Cherry Sourz was
waiting for us on the table. A sign of things to come.

Our jolly and sharp-tongued host, lederhosen-ed up and Peter Kayesque, was too funny, right alongside the trombone player and
blonde-pigtailed dolly bird; apparently a UFC fighter who would “knock
you out” if you tried it. The trio had us clapping, singing, swaying,
busting out dance moves, necking pints, and letting ourselves go like
nobody’s business.

Included in the Gold Package (£20), we had a couple of fluffy-yet-crisp
pretzels, doused in sesame seeds and served with cream cheese, along
with a couple of two-pint steins full of the house 4% session lager; you
can pick from that, cider, or a stein cocktail if you’re feeling... fancy?

Without a doubt, it was one of the most fun evenings I’ve had for ages.
The next day, however, was not so much fun. Bridie Squires
Bierkeller, 15 - 17 Friar Lane, NG1 6DA
bierkeller.co.uk
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Taurus (21 Apr - 21 May)
A man’s home is his castle. This week, you
should prepare to have your castle stormed
by a gang of Avon ladies.

Scorpio (24 Oct - 22 Nov)
At times, it can feel like every time you open
your mouth something terrible happens. This
is known as food poisoning.

Gemini (22 May - 22 June)
Smuggling drugs across international borders
is a subtle art. Next time, try stashing it
inside a dead animal instead of a live one.

Sagittarius (23 Nov - 22 Dec)
People often say that love has no boundaries,
no limits and no rules. But your anti-social
behaviour order has all three attached.

Cancer (23 June - 23 July)
Your financial situation takes a turn for the
worse this week, when that shiny, brand-new
pound coin falls out of the hole in your
short pockets.

Capricorn (Dec 23 - Jan 19)
Paved streets are hardly a new invention, but
it’s still a little bit exciting every time you see
someone get run over.

Leo (24 July - 23 Aug)
Sometimes in life you just have to roll the
dice, move the little metal dog to Pall Mall
and pay up the £10 you owe in rent.
Virgo (24 Aug - 23 Sept)
A sanitising inferno will sweep across the
land, purging countless souls, absolving guilt
and sin, and defrosting your stash of Asda
“meals for one”.
Libra (24 Sept - 23 Oct)
At times, it might feel like nobody respects
your emotions and feelings, but instead of
dwelling on it, why don’t you stop whittling
on and give the stars a bit of peace and
sodding quiet?

Aquarius (20 Jan - 19 Feb)
The stars say that you can receive your
horoscope in twelve different languages
by pressing the hash button on your
keypad now.
Pisces (20 Feb - 20 Mar)
On a spring visit to the Heights of Abraham,
you will rise like a phoenix from the ashes and
frighten a lot of kids with your silly beard.
Aries (21 Mar - 20 Apr)
It’s not the size of the ship, but the motion
of the ocean that’s causing your partners to
vomit on you during intercourse.
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SUMMER SCHOOL

JULY / AUGUST
2017

Join beginners and professionals
on a short course this summer.
Choose from:
ANIMATION
3D Animation Summer School (10 – 21 July)
ARCHITECTURE
Architecture and Heritage (10 – 14 July)
Architecture and the Edit (17 – 21 July)
Architecture, Drawing and the City (24 – 28 July)
Beautiful Little Buildings: Architectural Model Making (3 – 7 July)
CREATIVE WRITING
Approaching Nature Poetry (3 August)
Finding Your Voice, Using Your Voice (11 August)
Poetic Animals (7 August)
Poetry and the Uncanny (8 August)
Poetry, History and the Tales of Newstead Abbey (3 – 4 August)
Short Story Success (7 – 8 August)
Start Playwriting (31 July – 4 August)
Start Writing Poetry (31 July – 2 August)
Start Writing Your Novel (31 July – 2 August)
Text and the Artists' Book (9 – 11 August)
Writing from Art: Ekphrasis (9 – 10 August)
Writing Poetry from the Archives (4 August)
FASHION, TEXTILES AND COSTUME
CAD for Textile Design (24 – 28 July)
Designing with E-textiles (17 – 21 July)
Fashion Knitwear Summer School (10 – 28 July)
Natural Dye Summer School (14 – 18 July)
Pattern Drafting for Beginners (31 July – 4 August)
Tutu Making for Costume (24 – 28 July and 31 July – 4 August)

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Adobe Creative Suite for Marketing and Communications (24 – 28 July)
Concept Art for Game Design (31 July – 4 August)
INTERIOR DESIGN
Interior Design for Beginners (31 July – 4 August)
HISTORY AND HERITAGE
Introduction to Museums, Heritage and Exhibitions (10 – 14 July)
PHOTOGRAPHY
Digital SLR Photography (21 – 25 August)
Fashion Photography (10 – 14 July)
Photography and Architecture (3 – 7 July)
Photography and the Alchemy of the Darkroom (17 – 21 July)
Photography and the Artists’ Book (24 – 28 July)
PRODUCT AND 3D DESIGN
CAD for Product Design – Beginners (17 – 21 July)
Design Thinking Summer School (10 – 27 July)
Furniture Making Workshop (24 – 28 July)
There is also a lively programme of creative courses for 15 – 17 year
olds in August, ideal for anyone thinking about a future at art school.
Visit our website to find out more and book your place:
www.ntu.ac.uk/creativeshortcourses

ANY QUESTIONS?
Contact the short course team:
Telephone: +44 (0)115 848 2813
Email: creativeshortcourses@ntu.ac.uk

FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS
Contemporary Drawing (14 – 18 August)
Contemporary Fine Art Pottery (7 – 11 August)
Life Drawing Summer School (7 – 11 August)
Watercolour Painting Now (31 July – 4 August)

8061/03/17

WHEN 1,200 ARTISTS AND
DESIGNERS EXHIBIT TOGETHER,
AMAZING THINGS HAPPEN…

IMAGE: ELIZABETH CHAPMAN, BA (HONS) GRAPHIC DESIGN 2017

Visit for free: 3 – 10 June, Nottingham Trent University, City Campus
Industry launch event: 2 June
Catwalk events: 24 – 25 May

@ntuart

All information: www.ntu.ac.uk/degreeshow2017
Get involved with #NTUdegreeshow
@ntuartanddesign

